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'Swing' (Nature' since EWh Day 1970: Management, Holism, Posttmodemism 

omd Merleau-Ponty. is concerneci with the debate over 'saving nature' that has arisen in the 

past thirty years. Rather than a rally to unifieci action, the cal1 to 'save natute' has lead to the 

proliferation of coaflicting discourses, each with its own concept of 'naturey and 

conesponding 'salvation'. Sinçe the 1970~~ the primary contestant& amongst these 

'solutions' have been the managerial discourse of 'shallow ecology', which 4 s  for 'crisis 

management', and the holistic discourse of 'deep' ecology, which calls for a shift to holist 

paradigm. 

Since the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  however, a third major discourse has been developing; that of - 

postmodern environmentalism. Postmodernism, by focushg on the discursive level of this 

debate rather than on its 'objects', takes a necessary step back fiom the tug-of-war over 

'nature'. While 'shallow' and ' d g '  ecologists act as if their debate is taking place beneath 

the reah of language, as if they have direct access to the physical and/or moral order of 

'nature itseif, postmodernists argue that while nature is ontologically distinct h m  our 

language about it, aU nature claims are discursive. The world, then, exceeds ianguage, and 

we are left with an ambiguous (rather than dualist or holist) relation between the 

foundational binaries of rnodernity such as nature/culture, antagonism/harmony, eitherior, 

etc. 

Merleau-Ponty, often called the philosopher of ambiguity, offers a position critical 

of both dualistic and holistic philosophies, and presents an ontology and philosophy of 

language with important implications for environmental thought Taken up by a nurnber of 

postmodern environmental philosophm as offaing clues to a way forward h m  the 

traditional managerial and holist positions7 Merteau-Ponty's work sets the stage for a 

renewed dialogue with a nature that 'speaks' to us 
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'Savin?' 'Nature' since Eartb Dav 1970: 

Mana~ement. Holism. Postmodcrnism. and Merleau-Pontv 

What is in jeopardy raises its voice. That which had 
always k e n  the most elementary of the givens, 
taken for granted as the background of ali acting 
' and never requinag action itseW-that there are men, 
that there is Me, that there is a world for bath--this 
suddenly stands forth, as if lit up by lightening, in 
its stark peril through human deed. (Ham Jonas 
139) 

'Nature i s  of its nature, an uncontainable topic ..." 
(Kate Soper viii). 

Introduction 

How can we save nature? Twenty-eight years d e r  the celebration of the first Earth 

Day, a rally intended to unite humanity in the common cause of 'saving' the Earth h m  

'environmental crisis', the most striking characteristic of environmental literature has 

become the disagreement h m  one text to the next as to the true cause and cure of our 

planet's woes. Despite the shrinking number of people Who would argue that such taik of 

'cnsis' is simply a suaemongering, even misanthropie, attack on capitalism, it seerns that 

the general agreement that there is a aisis has not lead to any conseasus on a 

straightforward plan of action, or substantial progress in changing our overail destructive 

impact on the Earth ALongside reports of progress, we bave traded compact cars for 
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rninivans, NAFTA niperhighways are king planned, China is entering the auto age, and 

'environmentalism' has become a valuable marketing tool: we have 'Mother Nature's Gas 

Station', and nuclear power as a 'clean alternative'. Were it only an argument over whether 

government reguiation is more or less effective than voluntary poLIution reduction 

prograrns, or whether cultural &tors are m e  or less responsible for ou.  destructive 

behaviour than biological ones, we might at least agree on what it means to ' d e  every 

day Earth Day'. What is so bafflùig about many of the current debates is that they are not 

simply disagreements over who bas pinpointed correctly the cause or cure, but that one 

side's devi is the other's devil. Just as we are king urged that tirne is of the essence in 

saving the Earth, that we should quickly rally together in uniteci action as 'citizens' to 

'commons', 'children' to 'Mother', 'passengers' to 'spaceship', 'stewards' or 'wise users' 

to 'resources', or suffer a common fate, we fhd that each relation implies very difEerent 

kinds of behaviour, that these rhetorics of unity are not themselves united. The proliferation 

of positions on 'nature' and on the relation of 'nature' to 'culture' ensures that we remain as 

unsure of our footing as ever-the path through 'nature' discourse is no less fidl of brambles, 

barbs, sinkholes, cWs, overgrowth and mudslides than 'nature itself . 

How cm we 'save' nature? Whiie policy rnakers cal1 for crisis management, others 

blame this very management approach for the crisis (see McWhorter, H e i d e g g m e  

Earth). Some feel that 'green' consumer choices WU lead the way, forcing manufacturers to 

become 'green' themselves (see The Pollution Probe Foundation), whüe others believe that 

this move h m  corporations to individuals shifts responsibility away h m  those who have 

the real power (set T i o t h y  Luke, EcOCfiti~ue). Many believe that we are doomed without 
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a spirik environmentalism, a hdamentsrl change h m  within (see Rudolph Bahro, 

Theodore Roszak). ûthers, particularly anarchistsy believe that it is just this 'spirituaiism' 

that hides the true causes of environmental destrudon-hierarchy and destructive modes of 

production (see Biehl and Standenmaier). Deep eculogists see wider identification with ai l  

life as imperative for developing compassion and respex% toward ail beings (see Naess, Fox, 

Sessions, Devali), whereas ecofeminists tend to see wider identification as the movement of 

an expansionist patriarchal ego, the tme cause of planetary destru&on. Within 

ecofeminism, such theorists as Susan GrBh, Carol Christ and Charlene Spretnak celebrate 

women's 'naturai' link to 'Mother Eatth', while others, such as Carolyn Merchant, see 

'nature' as sociaiiy constructeci such that the meaning of 'Mother Earth' wiii be detennjlxxi 

by what 'mother' and 'nature' mean within a particular culture (see Carol J. Adams, ed., 

Ecofeminism and the Sacred and Cmlyn Merchant The Death of Nature). Poststrucîuralist 

writers are considered irrelevant by many for denying us access to the extra-linguistic. 

Environmentaiists often see this as distancing us h m  the very environment that is king 

endangered and with which they hope to renew contact (Aaron Gare, a Green Marxist, sees 

poststructuralism as leaving people powerless and without a position h m  which to protect 

nature). Poststnicturaiists, in turn, argue that it is the Iinguistic naïveté of beiieving that we 

have unmediated access to an extra--linguistic nature that causes us to coatinue the 

destructive mistakes of the pst. 

The seemingly straightforwatd question, 'How can we Save nature?'. is wmplicated 

by the many 'saving' projects' a complication fùrther compounded by the pnor questions: 

'What is 'nature'?' and 'How can we know it?'. Today, more than ever, the nature of 



'nature' is politidy contested. The growing agreement that nature is indeed facing a crisis 

has lead to a greater number and variety of people working on the problem, adding their 

voices to 'nature' discourse. 

As Jane Bennet and Richard Chaloupka observe, 

[tlhere has grown up in the United States in the late twentieth 
century a profuse and polyglot dimoune about "nature." 
Pro- because the category "nature" encompasses so 
much-the geologicai, bioIogicd, and rneteomIogicd 
"environment"; animals and plants; human bodies; and the 
inherent character or moral essence we seek to discem in ai i  
of the above. Polyglot for the same reason. (uitro.7) 

'Nature', as Raymond Williams has remarked, is one of the 
most complex words in the language. Yet, as with many 
other problematic terms, its complexity is conceaied by the 
ease and regularity with which we put it to use in a wide 
variety of contexts. It is at once both very faniiliar and 
extRmely elusive: an idea we employ with such ease and 
regularity that it seems as if we ourselves are privileged with 
some 'naturai' access to its intelligibility; but also an idea 
which most of us know, in some sense, to be so various and 
comprehemive in its use as to de@ our powers of definition. 
(1) 

In the 1970s' the nature debate was largely held between the followers of what Arne 

Naess has labelled 'deep ecology' and 'shallow ecology'. Today, as we head toward the 

thirtieth afltilversary of Earth Day, we find that the nature debate, even at the level of 

'environmental discourse' (i.e. ethical), has spiùiteted hto many discourses, each producing 

a distinct 'nature' and a c~~fesponding 'salvation'. According to the bmad categories 

identified by Heidegger scholar and environmental philosopher Michael Zirnmerman, 

ecologiçts today can be 'refomi' (or 'shallow'), 'deep', 'fadical', 'ecofeminist', 'critical', or 
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'new paradigrn'. And though both he and Kate Soper discuss poststnicturalist theorists such 

as Derrida and Foucault p r i d y  as foiis to be taken into account by those involveci in 

environmentai discourse, there are now growïng numbers of such theorists caliing 

thernselves 'enWonmentalists'. ' To this üst can be added most theoretid or politid 

positions cucfendy in play by joining them with an eco-Eedy prefix or suffix in order to 

designate their having branched off h m  traditions such as Marxism (Green Manusni), 

Socialism (Social Ecology) and Anarchism (Green Anarchy), Consumer Capitaüsm (Green 

Consumerism), Utilitarianism (Wise Use), etc. 

It would be impossible in this context to provide more than a bnef sketch of each of 

these broadly defined discourses. For the sake of finding some footing in this deose growih, 

1 wiil b e g ,  in Section One by following an outline that fin& many of these groups 

clustered aromd two major poles: 'management', which is characterised by the radical 

dichotomisation of humans and nature, and 'holisddeep ecology', characterised by the 

identification and attunement of humans with nature. We wiU see that where 

maoagement/shaliow ecology, securely positioned within the modem paradigm, sees nature 

as 'silent', as neutral matter for human use, holiddeep ecology seeks a paradigm shift 

through which we wouid corne to see nature as it 'really' is; as having intrinsic vaiue, 

meaning and voice, and as speaking to us if we 'attune' ourselves to its 

'message'l'harmonies'. Given the latitude within these two 'clusterings' some positions, 

amilor some voices within these positions, may unintentiody becorne carïcatured. 

Nevertheiess, 1 believe that the broad outline holds true and serves well for the purpose of 

orientation in this otherwise uncontainable field 
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Next, trying to make some headway past the stalemate between shaiiow and deep 

ecology, between managerial and h o u  'solutio~~~', 1 will turn to a ci?rrently developing 

third 'cluster', that of 'postmodernism', a 'position' loosely held together by a common 

emphasis on language. Postmodern environmentaikt Shane Phelan observes that when 

faced with these often mutually exclusive and seemingiy interminable arguments about 

nanue, rather than surrendering nature as a foundatioaal category, ''contradictory projects 

and perspectives seek to use the same icon in their service ... continually challeng[ing] one 

another's uses of it" (46-7). Rather than king able to get on with the business of uniteci 

environmental action, it seems that environmentalists are fkquently caught expendhg their 

effort in debate with one another, arguing over the true nature ofoature and the proper 

method for discovering it. Observing the multiplicity of voices workhg polemically with 

'nature', postmodem environmentalists such as Neil Evemden believe that in order to find a 

way through this murky impasse we must direct our attention not simply to the 'objects' of 

nature' but to the contested 'icon', as Phelan & it, the category of nature that mediates our 

access to these 'objects'. 

Postmodernism, 1 believe, in stepping badc h m  this debate, leads away fiom some 

of the obscuring bnish that we find ourselves caught in, and on to a more effective path. 

Postmodemists show that management and holism hold in common a clear, dualistic 

distinction between nature and culture (despite holism's attempts to overcome this), and a 

dualistic theory of language (representationalism) that claims access to 'nature itseW-a 

dualism that tends to lead to environmentally destructive behaviour. The holidmanagement 

stalemate is caused, primarily, by the fact that both are yet grounded in modernity. 
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Postmodernist theorists do wt attempt to go beyond the "exhausted terrain" upon which the 

managementhoiism, shallow ecology/deep ecology debate is played out by synthesising 

these two poles. Rathery they blur the relation between 'nature' and 'culture', claiming that 

nature exists in a dynamic relationship between an 'objective' nature and our 'subjective' 

concephialisations of it, that nature and culture, humans and other beings, dwell together in 

tension. In place of the modemist clarity of a .  'eco-logos', for example, postmodeni 

theorist Romand Coles caüs for the more flexible ambiguity and tension of an 2x0-tonus'. 

Many postmodernists see opportunity in thïs bliuring for pushing beyond the 

managemenüholism binaries of 'dichotomy vernis identity' and 'antagonism vernis 

harmony' and for opening more complex reIations with nature. We wili see how, in this 

space, paradoxical notions of out relations to nature have been developed: Shane Phelan's 

'intimate distance', Romand Coles' 'agonisrn', Neil Evemden's 'natural alien', Max 

Oelschlaeger's 'natural artificiaiity', and Kate Soper's 'immanent transcendeme' alî 

characterise the postmodem move to ambiguity' to the realisation that 'nature' is always 

more than we c m  know. 

Following on the shift h m  the clarity of modernity to the ambiguity of 

postmodernity, Section Two is concemed with the work of French philosopher Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty (1 908-1 96 1)' often called the 'philosopher of ambiguity ' . in particular, his 

'indirect' ontology and corresponding theory of 'indirect' language will be studied as 

offering a postmodem-leaning counter to the modem ontology and theory of language st i l l  

in use by most e n . n m e n l i s t s .  A committd humanist early in his career, Merleau-Ponty 

was, at the time of his death, moving toward (and into) the development of a postmodem 
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philosophy in *ch humans are neither adversaries separate h m  the world, nor 'at home' 

or 'at one' with it. According to Merleau-Ponty, our relation to the world is one of 

simultaneous immawnw and iranscendence. Language, the main characteristic used to 

distinguish humans h m  the rest of nature7 is decentred h m  the human brain to a world 

that appears in perception as 'animate' and 'expressive', but whose voice is 'mute'. 

It is here, rather tban in the 'vague intuitioos' of holism, that a philosophical bask for a 

dialogue with a speaking nature is found. 

In the conclusion, I will discuss some of the ways in which Merleau-Ponty's work 

can be taken up for explicitly enviromentai purposes. Theorists such as Neil Evemden, 

David Abram, and Romand Coles. for example, find in Merleau-Ponty ways to reopen a 

dialogue with a speaking naturey but a nature that does not speak to us in any simple way. 1 

w i U  examine' through these writers and through my reading of Merleau-Ponty, how 

Merleau-Ponty's work helps to move us beyond the modem eithedor binaries of 

dualistidholistic and antagonistiCmarmonious relations with 'nature' toward more complex 

relations which do greater justice to nature's hgilityy resistance' uncontainabiiity and 

othemess. 

Section One: Environmentaiism since Earth Day-The Traditional Positions 

Chapter One: Management and Hobm 

Management's Dualist Ontology 

The debate between a managerial ecology (oflen characterized as 'shallow' or 

'reforrn'), and a holist (or 'deep') ecology, is genedy seen as taking place between the 
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defenders of modernity and those who would 'overcome' it While holists believe that only 

a paradigm shift to a nonduaüstic human/nature relation will suffice to end destructive 

behaviour toward nature, to a paradigm in which we realise all selves to be part of a larger 

Self, an organic wholeness in which nature too has intriasic value, managerial 'refomers' 

hope to continue the current path of development and 'modernisation', believing that we 

can solve the problem of environmental dedrudion withia the current paradigm. As Bennet 

and Chaioupka characterise them, refomers hold "that some rationai plan, combineci with 

new technid devices, WU enable us to continue an aggressive, highi'x)IlSUrnption coursey' 

(XI. 

The management pole, which includes the environmental policy establishment, 

holds to the dualistic understanding of human/nature relations in modem philosophy and 

science, that of subjects and objects. Humans, as agents with intrinsic value, are radically 

divided h m  a nature that is extemal to them, a reaitn of moralIy neutral objects upon 

which human agency is played out, objects whose value is determined by their usefulness in 

fulfiiling human ends. The concern for a larger whole, then, for 'saving' nature, arises for 

the instrumental reason of the SUCVival of the human self. 

Managerial Oxymorons: 'Wildenie~s Presenvation' and 'Sustainable Development' 

Two of the more popular and influentid managerial approaches to 'saving' nature 

are 'vdderness preservation', such as advocafed by The Nature Conservancy, and 

' sustainable development', globaliy pmmoted by The Worldwatch Institute. According to 



Timothy Luke, who studies both of these groups in Ecocritique, nie Nature Commancy, 

which 'Cpreserves" 7.5 million acres of 'naturai' land in the Western hemisphere, accepts the 

political economy of advanced capitalist societies "as background conditions. and then tries 

to do something positive within the constraints imposed by these limitations" (57). To 

'save' nature, the wilderness preservationists of The Nature Conservancy first transform it 

into real estate in order to divide 'nahiral' lands (those with minimal social presence) fiom 

'artifïcial' ones (nich as chies, towns and agricultural land). This land then becomes a 

commodity to be bought, sold, and ttaded for based on its 'value'. In this schema, and true 

to modernity's humanlnature dualism, the value of 'naturai' lands is determinecl by their 

utility to those who Live in the 'amficial' areas. As Luke Wntes, "[s]cenery provides 

legitimation, land creates a containment area, and rate ecosystems constitute storage sites 

for precious biogenetic infomiation'' (73). Once its utility, or potential utiiity, value is 

established, 'nature' is stored safely until science and technology can bring its full potentid 

to flower-as cures for cancer, building materials, or genetic information with which to 

cultivate better crops. As theorist Eric Katz comments: 

The idea that nature ought to be used (and improved, if 
necessary) for human benefit is the thdamental assumption 
of 'kesource environmentalismY'-arguably the mahdmam of 
the Arnerican conservation movement. Under this doctrine7 
environmental policies are designed to maximise human 
satisfaction or minimise human hamis .... With al1 
environmental problems, the e f f i  on humiuiity are the 
primary concem. (Oel- 16s) 

Confionted with this schema, we are forced to ask ourselves how effective this 

move will prove to be in the long nui. As Neil Evernden by judfjhg nature's 



existence solely on its utility to humaos those parts of nature that are not 'economical', that 

are not 'for' something, are already tacitiy surrendered to the bulldozer. 

The natural environment remains vulnerable whenever there 
are short-term benefits to be had by sacrificing 
environmental protection. The basic attitude towards the 
non-human has not even been chailemged in the rush to 
embrace utilitarian conservation. By bashg ail arguments on 
enlightened self-interest the environmentalists have ensured 
their own failure whenever ~&%~terest can be perceived as 
lying elsewhre. (NatAIien 1 O) 

Not only is the utilitarian basis of wildemess preservation highly problematic, but 

dividing land into 'artifkiai' and 'natutal' zones, as The Nature Collsemancy does, has lost 

its effectiveness as a preservation tool. Timothy Luke points out that "[ait some point in the 

1960s and 1970s, these discursive fiames became obsolete" (66). The ability to physically 

separate nature fiom culture in any clear way became impossible. 

There reaUy were no lands without any traces of some large 
social presence .... CH]uman beings have profoundly 
disturbed what had been regarded as unalterable sovereign 
Nature with industrial poliution, greenhouse gases, chernical 
contamination, and radioactive wastes. Hence, to pretend to 
be consaving "the untoucheci and undisturbed expanses of 
Nature" in simpIe actions of land ownership made vey Litîle 
sense. (Luke 66) 

Like The Nature Conservancy, The WorIdwatcti M M e  accepts the current 

paradigm, but rather than preserve nature by setting it aside, it believes it can preserve it by 

advocating ''sustahble developme&' in which and the global economy, rather 

than being at odds? rn teconcileci h u g h  the instrumental rationality of =source 

managerialism (Luke 78). 

Whereas the categones of wildemess preservation have become obsolete as nature is 



no longer simply 'naturai', the swtahable development program of The Worldwatch 

Institute has M e r  encouraged this obsolescence. While The Nature Conservancy hims 

'nature' into real estate, The Worldwatch Institute turns 'nature' Uito the 'global 

environment' and integrates its systematic patterns into the world economy, thus creating a 

single systern. As Luke argues, "[tlhey represent the world as a closed totality through 

'ecoknowledges' that will disclose its logics, interrelations, and operations as 'geopower' 

seen by correctly informecl dysts7 '  (92). Luke, following the analysis of Foucault, sees 

that 

[t]he work of the Worldwatch Institute acknowledges how 
"the histoncal" then b e g k  to envelope, circumscribe, or 
surround "the biologicai," creating interlocking disciplinary 
expanses for "the environmental" to be watched, managed 
and controlied. (9 1) 

Denning nature as "economically rationalised environment" begs for ''human managerid 

oversight, administrative intervention, and organisational containment" (Luke 90). Through 

the gaze of Worldwatching, nature, once seen as raw and untarned, is caged and forced to 

open up before science, handing over its secrets for the benefit of human use. Nature cornes 

to be what it is said to be, nothhg more, and nothhg less-its threatening mystery has been 

mastered-"everything is environment now; wthing is Nature .. ." (Luke72). 'Vndemeath 

the enchanthg green patina," writes Luke, under the terminological guise of developing a 

sustainable ecologl, "sustainable development is about sustamm 
C - g development as 

economicaiiy rationalised environment ..." (85). Profit margins, not nature, are the concem, 

and to this end 'inefficiencies' are ratiodised. Accordkg to writers such as Max 

Oelschlaeger and Vandaua Shiva, sustainable development "is primarily an apologetic for 
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the continued wholesaie exploitation of the eaah and Third World peoples by multinationai 

corporations and developed nations (Shiva 1989; Kennedy 1993)" (Oe1.7). It is profit 

margias, not nanite, that are the concem, and to this end 'inefficiencies' are rationalise&. 

The exploitation of nature can continue as long as 'wastefbi' practices are minimised. 

'Wilderness Prisons' and 'Sustained Deveïopmenty 

Managerial forms of 'saving', writes Thomas Birch, wbether 'wilderness 

preservation', 'sustainable development', 'wise use', 'stewardship', or 'resource 

environmentalism', are the only kind that our paradigrn aliows. Seeing nature as an extemal 

object that environs us, an object to be known by science and mastered by technology 

determines in advance what counts as 'knowledge' of nature and how we use that 

knowledge. 

By remaining within the domioant paradigm, w&ch places the satisfafaon of the 

human self and its civilisation at the centre and nature at the margins, our reforms serve to 

legitirnate the paradigm as a provider of solutions rather than calling it into questionXhe 

'central presupposition' king reinforceci, writes Birch, is "Hobbist: that we exist 

fiuidamentally in a state of war with any and ai i  others" (140). Opposition is defined in 

advance as "fiindamentally conflictive" and adversarial (Birch 140). Othemess, as opposite, 

is thus by definition enemy to the 'imperium', the globalising power of the urban centres of 

the West, which enforce this paradigm while masking their power behind the language of a 

'global community' (Birch 137). In its globalising march, this 'ixnperium' sees itself as 
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bringing civilisation and domestication, "light and order to wild darkness and savagery," 

estab1ishing 'Meaning' where previously reigned the uninteiiigible and irrational (Birch 

139). 

The imperiurn establishes 'Meaning' by denning and fixing identities, such that it 

can internalise nature "into its own system of domination-domination through 

objectification" (Birch 143). It thus accornplishes the historicai's total cuntrol over the 

biological, the triumph of the productive forces of human Me over the mysterious dadmess 

and waste of death, the ultimate bio1opica.i limit. 

The dominant hegemony, therefore, while setting aside 'naturai' areas, does not, 

indeed cannot, allow these areas to survive as "voids in the fabric of domination where 

'anarchy' is permitted, where nature is actuaily liberated" (Birch 143). We cannot "grant 

genuine self-determination to nature' and let its wiidness be wild, without dis-inheriting our 

story of power and domination, even in its most generous liberal fonn ..." mirch 139). 

Rather than banishing nature to an 'outside' where its wildness might flodsh, it is 

incorporated into the system in a prison or asylum. i.e. the wilderness reserve (Birch. 143). 

In confining nature to official reserves, it is made to hction, in the words of Luke, as 

resources that we do not yet lmow how to fully utilise or appreciate (in bot,  the 

manufachiring and hancial sense). Ultimately, these resources are king  put aside, or 

'saved', for the &y when we do. Nothing is to be 'wasted'. In setting nature aside for 

protection, Evernden writes, we act as 'Wise stewards', treating animais and wildemess as 

domesticates. They are objecb to be planneci for, matter to be arranged to maximise its 

'success' and ensure that it is used 'efnciently"' (Soc. Cr. 120). 
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Wasting nothing, and c o n f ' g  its control and cmtrality, the imperium places 

nature on the margins where we are safe h m  its subversive effects, h m  its otherness and 

opposition to the system. "Wildemess, iike religion and morality, is fine for weekends and 

holidays, but during the working week it may in no way inform business as usual" (Birch 

155). The message of incarceration, according to Birch, is that it is all nght to follow John 

Muir to the temples of wildemess areas, in fact, m m  is made for such 'sacreci space', 

thereby showing tolerance and generosity, but to actuaiiy Iive in a natute wfiich is not solely 

passive, object, utiüty, etc., is anathema and incompatible with the impenum (E3irch 155). 

The creation of legaliy protected wüderness areas, while refomiing the legai 

system, Ieaves intact the central presuppositions of the dominant paradigm. According to 

Birch, this 

is precisely the same sort of reform as the incarceration of 
Native Arnericatl~ (paradigm 'Cothers") on reservations, even 
with the putatively weii-intentioned aim of making them 
over into '~roductive citizens," in place of the former 
practice of slaughtering them. Mere reform that is bound by 
the te= of the prevailing story not only fds to liberate us 
fiom the story, but also tends to consolidate its tyranny over 
us. (Birch 141) 

The Science of Nature: Ecology as Modem Science and Holist Oracle 

The science of d o g y  plays a pivotal d e  in enviromentai debate. Both 'shallow' 

environmentalists Who wouid save naaire thugh managerial approaches and 'deep' 

ecologistsholists who would save it by 'letting it be', letting its wiidness flourish, cal1 upon 

ecology as justification for their agendas. We will see that ecology, whiie able to provide us 



with a sense of the limits imposeci upon us by nature!, is unable to iinifY envVo11rnentai 

discourse amund a single mode1 of nature. 

In descrïbing the rise of ecology to public cansciousness, Neil Evernden writes in 

The Natural Alien, that after the first Earth Day (1970), 

[elveryone began to pay lip service to the environmental 
movement, and the American president of the &y declared 
the 1970s to be the 'decade of the environment', Inevitably 
this pubiïc expression of interest engended, in bureaucratîc 
circles, a craving for experts. Now that a problem had ken 
identifie& there was a need for people who had the ability to 
fînd solutions. It was to the universities, citadels of expertise 
and scientific management, that the bureaucrats tumed. And 
there, as ifwaiting for discovery, was an obscure biologid 
specialty called 'ecology', which was to becorne a household 
word. (4-5) 

Indeed, it is ironic that solutions were to be derived not h m  some novel way of 

thinking, but b r n  the very industrial-scientifïc community that had fûeiled pmjects like the 

development of the H-bomb, DDT and Agent Orange. Scientific, rational, pragrnatic and 

objective, these experts ernbodied just the kind of clear thinking that is typically called for 

in times of crisis. They would apply the investigative method of science to the problem, 

gather data, conduct tests and provide 'reasonable' solutions. 

Through environmental impact assessments, wildlife management strategies and 

land reclamation projects, 'ecology' was to give us the abiiity to continue on out current 

path of 'development' with 'acceptable' or 'sustainable' amounts of environmental 

backlash. It would help us to ressert our power and contml over an d y  nature that was 

beginning to tum on us. As admiaishritors of modemity, the bureaumatic aim was to r e m  

nature to its place as the silent, neutral backdrop to human activity in order for business to 
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continue as d. 

In such a 'scientific', 'rationai' society, Evemden writes, anyone calling tbemselves 

an environmentalist before the rise of ecology had generaUy been lumped into the category 

of 'nature lovers': etnotional, impracticai, sentimental and 'merely' subjective. Nature 

lovers, of course, made few gains by erguing for the pteservation of nature on the basis of 

their lived experience of it; tales of nature hikes, Thoreau-iuspired retreats and intuitive 

flashes of their oneness with ail things nahual. Ecology, on the other han& seemed to oEer 

environmentalists just the kind of irrefbtable facts that they were uuder such pressure to 

produce. Environmentaiism now had its own science. But where enWonmentaiists hoped 

that once they traded up fiom 'warrn fuzzy feelings' to 'cold hard facts' everyone would see 

the data of destruction and becorne concerned environmentalists, the 'facts', though more 

generaliy respecteci, have proven l e s  helpful than hoped for. 

As Theodore Roszak notes, attempts to scare or shame people into action through 

scientific data have not worked. Every doomsday prophecy that does not actualise sewes to 

M e r  strengthen the common feeling that nature is not in trouble afler all. Not 

surprisingly, facts and data alone fd to motivate people into action-science is not enough. 

More importantly, argues Evemden, environmentalists, by tuming to ecology as the basis of 

their position, have undermineci themseIves. In relying on the -1s of science, management 

and technological fixes, not only do they cease to confiont society's values, but, in effect, 

are forced to adopt them, and adapt to them, thus giving hem M e r  legitimation and 

strength. 

In The Social Creation of Nature, Evemden M e r  problematises the use of the 



science of ecology, nohg how it has not only been adopted by management and holist 

environrnentalists to protect nature, but aiso by developers and industrialists Who seek to 

diminish enviromentai concecns. Thus, we have what Evemden describes as "the m u e n t  

spectacle of competing expertsy' (4). Environmentalists have concluded h m  the empincal 

facts generated by ecology that the Earh is warming, that the hole in the ozone layer is 

expanding, that concentrations of pollutants in the rain h m  car exhaust and industry are 

destmying ldces and forests, and that existing practices must be altered, if not halted. 

Developers, on the other hanci, have inteqmted the same 'fm' as supporting the 

continuance of existing practices. The reason for this apparent impasse, Evemden explains, 

is that ccpollution involves questions not only of concentrations but also of consequences ..." 

(Soc.Cr. 4). The debaie is not so much a disagreement over the 'hard data' of  poiiution, says 

Evemden, but over what the fiiture consequences of these concentrations WU be, over what 

the data 'means'. For environmentaiists, ecology 'endorses' the view that industrialist 

actions lead to a wasted planet For industrialists, ecology 'endorses' the view that 

environmentalist aitematives are too harsh. We can 'sustain' nature at higher levels of 

development than environmentalists believe, and greater losses of nature are both justified 

and manageable for the sake of preventing 'u~ecessary' loss of jobs, iifiestyles and 

fkedoms, and a tegression to a 'les civi l id world. "The debate," as  Evemden sees it, '5s 

actually about whm comtitutes o good life" (SocCr. 5). Ultimately, this is not a debate that 

can be settled within the science of ecology. 

Unlike past societies that were more iikely to share an accepteci story or foundation, 

modem society has multiple, competing stories about the good We. As Alasciair Machtyre 



shows convincingly in M e r  V h e ,  morai debate in modem society is intenilinable. W e  

MacIntyre awaits a new St. Benedict to guide us through these "new dadc ages" (263)' 

many enWomnentalists believe we already have the "new oracle" in our mi& Rather than 

giving up their conceptual use of 'na-' in the seemingly endless debate, it is no wonder 

that those who see nature as at the brink of annihilation bring in nature as an authority in 

order to end debate and begin action before it is too late. Ecology, the reigning authority on 

the workings of nature shce the 19709, fulfils the role of reveaier of ''naturaj harmonies" 

which wili aliow us to live in peace with nature and, by extension, with each other as 

naturai beings, in an 'dorced', 'organic', 'healthy' comrnunity. 

In spite of the confidence placed in ecology's reliabiiity by both management and 

holism, the history of ecology paints a more problematic picture. The holist use of nature as 

a source of value, tmth and authority is no more j d e d  by ecology than thai of the 

developen and managers who see in nature a neutrd tesource which ecology gives us 

power over (whether we use this power to exploit or 'sustain'). 

According to historian Donald Worster, when the idea of ecology was formed in the 

18th century, it was intended to provide 

a more comprehensive way of looking at the earth's fabric of 
life: a point of view that sought to describe aü of the Living 
organisms of the earth as an interacting whole, ofien referred 
to as the 'economy of nature'. (x) 

Such a unified view is often stiU ascnaed to ecology. But M e  many rely on ecology's 

picture of nature as a ground for ethics, even a cursory review of the Literature tums up a 

plurality of 'ewlogies'. As Worster points out: 

On close examination ... the cornmon point of view 



suggested by an 'economy of nature' fhgments into many 
views, sometimes leading in thomughly incompatible 
directions. 'Nature's economy' has been dehed by different 
people for different reasous in different ways .... (x) 

Thus, it is not o d y  the developers and environmentalists who argue over 'ecology', but also 

ecologists, for there exists within the science ofecology m u e n t  debate over differiog 

rnodeis of nature. EnWonmentalist literature which upholds terms such as 'balancey 

integrity, order, hedth, stabiIity, and diversity' is contradicted by literature which sees in 

nature 'competition, exclusion, exploitation, and Survival'. Some believe that ecosystems 

are 'healthy' when 'stable' and 'balanced', whiie others argue that nature is primariiy 

chaotic, stabilising only temporarily. This prompts the question of which nonn of 'health' 

we should model society on, of what kind of behavioux is 'natural'. We see that, like 

'nature', the 'natural' and 'healthy', are politicaiiy contested terms. 

Without rejecting ecology, it is necessary to recognise that it is not an 'oracle', 

capable of providing us with a foudation upon which to b d d  a new society or ethic, nor 

does it present us  with a model of the good, or 'ecological', He. Despite its use to imply a 

holistic worldview, ecology is a science and as such shares the limitations of science. 

Ecology has a history, and thus cannot provide us wiîh miversal and atemporai harmonies- 

and its history shows that the science of eco10gy is not itselfuniversd. We can only rem 

to ecology to help determine the 'how', or means, once we decide on the 'why', or goal. 

"Nature UZ the reaiist sense," as Kate Soper clarifies, is 

essentialiy a theoretid-explanatory concept, which can tell 
us about the causes and problems in certain relations to 
nature and the anceptual coherence of envisioned 
alternatives, but does not tell us what is desirabIe in the way 
of cornportment towards it, It is true that nature in the realist 



sense sets certain limits on what we can do, or even try to do, 
and we must observe these on pain either of lookhg very 
fooiish (as àid Canute) or else perishiag in the effort to 
transcend them. But since the elasticity of these Iimits is veqr 
much in dispute even among ecologists themselves, their 
existence does not guide in any but the broadest sense the 
policies we should adopt to the nahnal world. Indead, since 
nature conceiveci as  deep level structure has k e n  a condition 
of all practices hitherto adopted, including those most 
condemaed by green politics, we must conclude that none of 
the normative Questions raised by the latter are to b settied 
simply by reference to the limits Unposed by nature in the 
reaiist sense. In other words, there is a vast range of options 
open to human beings in this respect, ali of them having 
divergent consequences on the planetary ecu-system. (159) 

Soper's theoreticai ciallns echo Evemden's thesis that the debate is not simply about the 

hard data or concentrations of pollutants, but also about the consequences of these 

concentrations, about 'what constitutes a good Mie' and what the data means to this Me. 

Ecology as a science, "does not address the question of ends-why are we doing al l  this in 

the first place'?" but "cari help us puMe the goals that we have already set for ourselves" 

(Soc.Cr. 22). We must stül decide-nature does not dictate: what kind of consequences are 

we willing to accept (and risk)? What do we hold as unacceptable? Science, for its part, cm 

help us to imagine what these consequences might be. ' 

The Silence of Nature 

Perhaps the most devastakg r d t  of modernity's radical duaiisn between nature 

and the human is the overwfielming silence of nature in our culture. This silence results 

fiom the modem way of laiowing, most powenully re6ned in modem science. In 

Natural Alien, Neil Evemden, himselfan ecologist, shows how the process of becoming an 



ecologist involves "the transformation of the worId into a material object subservient to the 

laws of classical physics. In e f f i  [the eculogist] must deny life in order to study if' (17). 

In the first stage of education, he writes, students leam to mentaliy cut up bodies using 

labels and categorisation. In the last stage, the actuai cutting begins and the students change 

fiom animal lovers to biologists, '%m beings with an inteirest in mysteries and animate 

nature to beings with an interest in a mechanical order" (14). Ecology replaces our 

experience of anunals with abstractions, theories and neutral matter (NatAien 14)' and 

gives us nature, as Soper note& as a 'theoretical-explanatory concept'. 

From an animistic world in which humans shared characteristics such as life and 

Eree will with non-humans, we have corne M swing to an objectivist world view in which 

a l l  previously shared characteristics are appropriated by 'Man'; nature is dead, silent, an 

object bound by the Iaws of necessity (Soc-Cr. 56). 

The rite of passage into the scientinc way of being centres on 
the ability to apply the M e  to the vocal cords, not just of the 
dog on the table, but of life itseK Inwardly, [the ecologist] 
must be able to sever the cor& of his own consciousness 
[that remind us that animais are sentient and feeling]. 
Outwardly, the effèct must be the destruction of the larynx of 
the biosphere. (Nat-Alien 17) 

As Christopher Manes writes, ''Nature is dent  in our culture (and in literate 

societies genedy) in the seme that the status of king a speaking subject is jealously 

guarded as an exclusively human prerogative" (43). Our paradigm, defining nature in 

advance as 'object', confines subjectivity and language to humans. As a result of 

bbcompress[ing] the e n t k  buzzing' howling, gurgiing biosphere into the narrow vocabulary 

of ontology," we are surromded by a '%ast eerie silence" (Manes 43; 44). Even those who 



recognise the presence of subjects in nature tend to see them as subjects in the same sense 

as wornen, children, minonties, prisoners and the insane-'others' whose discourse bas 

traditionally been treated as '"meaningiess' and often silenced" (Manes 43). The silence of 

nature, Manes concludes, ensures that it is given no moral consideration, only utilitarian 

consideration. 

Michel Foucault has amply demonstrateci that social power 
operates k u g h  a regirne of privileged speakers, having 
historical embodiments as priests and kings, authors, 
intellectuals, and ceiebnties. The words of these speakers are 
taken seriously .... For human societies of aU kinds, moral 
conrideration seerns to full only within a circle of speakers in 
communication with one another. We can, thus, d e l y  agree 
with Hans Peter Duerr when he says that "people do not 
exploit a nature that spealcs to thern." Regretîably, our culture 
has gone a long way to demonstrate that the converse of this 
statement is also tme. (43-44, italics mine) 

The rhetoric of 'Man', of the masculine, rational subject that holds hegemony in the 

modem paradigm, is concemed with maintainiug suflïcient space between humans and 

nature for 'Man's' dignity to be securely established. To iacrease the space between the 

'civilised' rational subject and 'wild' htional naîure is the very definition of becoming 

'civilised' in modernity, it is a taming and dornesticating, the human will overcoming that 

which resists h By hoarding a i l  subjectivity within the human and objectifjing nature into 

silence under our meying gaze, we establish our separateness and ciifference h m  the 

animal. We are thus both able to deny our nnimnlity, our mortality and the limits of out 

flesh, and to use nature unimpaîred to aid us in bis project of k i n g  ourselves h m  

necessity. But despite our best efforts at total W o m  h m  nature, as with the animals, we 

too die, decay, becorne food; we too are not whdy  fke. It is for tbis reason that we are 



comfoaed by nature's silence-we are repuised by, and desire mastery over, that which 

nature represents, but without fooling ourselves, are unable to gain this. It is no wonder 

then, as Bennet and ChaiouplCa observe, that "[O ]ur threshold of repugnance at the animal- 

like has advauced-the body, like the physical environment, is to be subdued thugh 

science and techology, reshaped accordhg to a conscious, rational design" @). Thus, 

trapped in this adversarial relation, to speak of human dignity, of our &dom, worth and 

purpose, is, by dennition, to eclipse, depreciate and objectify the nonhuman world (Manes 

But as we are £înding, nature does have lirnits, however 'elastic' they may be. As 

need to dismantle a particular historical use of reason, a use 
that has produced a certain kind of human subject thai ody 
speaks soliIoquies in a world of irrational silences. 
Unmasking the universalkt claims of "Man" must be the 
starting point in our attempt to re-establish communication 
with nature, not out of some nostalgia for an animistic past, 
but because the huma. subject that pervades institutionai 
knowledge since the Renaissance already embodies a 
relationship with nature that precludes a speaking world As 
scholars, bureaucrats, citizens, and writers, we participate in 
a grid of institutional knowledge that constitutes "Man" and 
his speaking into the void left by the retreat of animism. 
Therefore, we have to ask not ody how to communicate with 
nature...but who should be doing the communicating. "Man," 
the prime fiction of the Renaissance, will not do. (52) 

The Voice of Nature: Hoiism 

The 'holist' position, most clearly associated with 'deep ecology', believes that the 

current paradigm's radical dichotomisation of humans and nature leads to ou.  aiienatiou 
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nom, and antagonistic opposition to, nature. It believes that only a paradigm shift to a 

holistic worldview, one that overcomes humadnature separation and opposition, will be 

sufficient to escaping this situation. As ali is seen to be one, holists believe that we can 

intuit, and attune to, the 'voice(s)' of nature, and thus speak on its behaif. Reversing the 

management bi- that silences nature, they fïnd nature to not only have a voice, but one 

that speaks cIeariy to us. 

For both management and holism, 'nature' provides the opposition to the- 

conditional, transient, 'made' world of culture. The nature seen as 'given' for the 

management pole is neutral matter stmctured accordhg to physical laws. Science, by 

discovering through these laws the way in which nature works, provides us  with knowledge 

and power for mastery over the objects and processes of nature. For holism, nature is 

'given' as a rneaningfbl moral order. Through our intuitive amuiement to it, we discover 

nature's structure to be both morally significant, providing a model of the 'good He', and 

existentiaily signifiant, offerhg a path to authenticity. Attunement to a nature beneath the 

distorted facade of culture is believed to lead to the overcomùig of our antagonistic drive for 

mastery over nature, and to model for us a socio-political order based on the ' n a t d '  order 

of nafme-hamony, co-operation and balance. As deep ecologist Arne Naess writes: "If 

reaiity is experienced by the ecological Selfour behaviour nattually and beautïfblly follows 

strict environmentai ethics" W M  29). 

Holists see the modeni paradigm as promoting a self which is detached h m  the 

world, a subject over and against objects, incapable by definition of the kind of iinity with 

nature required to overcome modem aggression. Rejecting this ideology, they cal1 for a shift 
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to an 'ecologicai self', Accordiog to Arne Naess, "[tlhe ecological self of a person is that 

with which the person identifies. This key sentence (rather than definition) about the self, 

shifts the burden of clarification h m  the term selfto thai of identzrcation or more 

accurately, the process of identificationy* (TLM 22). Naess approvingly quotes Gandhi's 

belief in 'Vie onenes of d iïfé" (TLM 25), an ideology which supports Naess' assertion 

that the widest possible identifzcation is the miest. Our 'me identity', our 'me', 'ecological 

self, as Theodore Roszak elaboraies, is the 'aU in one' expaience of the rnystic and the 

infant's experience of ego as ali (44). As Naess d d b e s  this experience, "[wlith a 

sufnciently wide and deep sense of self, ego and alter as opposites are eliminated stage by 

stage as the distinctions are transcended" (TLM 28). 

In noting the shift fiom a modem seifto an ecologicai self, deep ecologist John Seed 

writes: "What a relief then! The thousands of years of imagineci separation are over and we 

begin to recall our true nature" (TLM 36), "the nature of Gaia ..." (TLM.3). Joanna Macy 

supports this woridview, insistiag that "[tlhere is also a great yeaming and great need to 

own that story [of our evolutiomy joumeyl-to break out of out isolation as persons and as 

a species and recover through that story our larger identity" (TLM 57). 

From a subject that is bound within its body and radidy  dissociated h m  the 

world and others, which does not idmm with them and therefore feels uarestrained in its 

actions toward them, we are to develop a sense of ourselves as part of a Iarger Seif to which 

everything belongs. 

As Roszak quotes h m  a 1990 conferencey "... if the self is expanded to include the 

nahiral world, bebaviour leading to destruction of this world will be experienced as self- 



destructive" (12). teaming to experience the defence of nature as selfkiefence, holists have 

developed the uitimate 'teason' to act in defence of natue, and the uitimate 'authority' to 

justw their actions. As Macy and Fleming wrïte, 

[wlhen in defease of living spcfies we stand up and speak to 
corporations, gove~l~llent officiais or the military, we don't 
do it out of personal whim or passing fancy-but with aii the 
authority of our four-and-a-half bülion years! @LM 108) 

This belief is finthet fiustrated in 'The Councii of AU Beings," a ceremony in wfüch deep 

ecoiogists practice giving voice to nature. 

We ease out of our solely human identification; we d e  into 
the Me-fomis that have corne to us and that seek expression 
.... One by one around the circle, speaking through our 
masks, we idente ourselves: 'T am woif and 1 speak for the 
woif people." '7 am wiid goose and I speak for d migratory 
birds." '? am wheat and 1 speak for di cuitivated grains" 
(lLM 84). 

"It is as if we are one organism" (TLM 89). Holists, by looking back to an original 

innocence which we have lost, a prereflective and 'instinctive' reaim in which all beings 

participate, seek to ovemme the cognitive distance beh~een humans and nature, and 

"'~tum to nature and with it a simpler, less problematic the" ( K O U  7). This harmonious 

relation to nature is seen as both out salvation (authentic king), and nature's (non- 

destructive). 

Cha~ter Two: Postmodernism 

Despite the role of management and holism as opposites in current enviromnental 

debate, postmodern environmentaiists argue that the fùndamental opposition between them 



is only apparent. Whereas management accepts the extemality of nature as a 'given', many 

holiddeep ecologists, whiie calling for an end to the alienation of humam from nature, 

and a revision of modemist ontology, are inadvertently caught within a position that hinges 

upon nature's extemality as well. As Neii Smith argues, rather than reversing 

management's separation of humans and nature, hoiism xwisits it: 

Together with parallel pronouncements of the 'death of 
aature' or the 'end of nature', the ambition to 'save nature* is 
uttery selfdefeaeing insofa. as it reaffirms the externality 
(othemess) of a nature with and within which bumm 
societies are inextncably intermeshed. (39) 

For Evemden, holism shares with management the assumption %at there is a thhg called 

nature that needs our help" (SocCr. 99). Despite holism's assertion that we are tnily one 

with nature, in its calls for 'us' to save 'nature' it separates 'us' h m  'it'. Both positions, 

then, are intrinsically dudistic, relying on a clear distinction between 'nature' aad 'culture', 

and disagreeing only as to where the line between 'it' and 'us' should be drawn. 

The separation of humans/cuiture and nature in the holist position is not simply an 

ovesight or linguistic slip. Holism cannot escape the need for a separate nature, for it 

derives nature's authority fiom this very e x t d t y - i t  is nature's 'givemess' apart f?om 

and prior to the interference of culture that dows  it to be a source of authority rather than 

just another transient creation of culture. In order to identifj. with and 'amuie' to the nature 

side of the binary, there must be a prior distinction between nature and culture. 

Smith notes that there is a "slippage" within the holist position by which nature 

plays both the role of 'extend authority cnd its oppsite, 'universai' nature. Once nature's 

'given' laws, n o m ,  order are discovered, then "a uniwrsd nature that incorporates human 



and nonhuman worlds in endless union" is brought into play (Smith 39), and nature's n o m  

become social n o m  ascrï'bed to 'human nature'. 

The identification of holists with na-, rather than the mark of a radical paradigrn 

shift, is no Iess a characteristicaiiy modern move than management's dichotomisation of 

humans and nature. Both essentidise, fixing nature's meaning in order to create the distinct 

categories that they need in order to fulnl their identification with one pole or the other. 

As Cheney writes, 

... identification is a .  essentializing move motivated by 
attempts to deal with ambivalence. As Shepard notes 
Nature and Madnessl, the lovers of the earth and the 
destroyers of the earth have one thing in wmmon: the 
attempt to hande ambivalence without resolwig it, ushg 
the defective tools of identification and dichotomization 
respectively. (35) 

Uncornfortable with ambiguity and seeing it as a failure of clear thinking, modemity is 

characterized by either/or dichotomies. While management claims that we are more like 

nature (objet), holism claims that nature is more like us (self). Management coilapses self 

into nature: the gaze of the absolute spectator tums everything into objects, Weless matter 

void of subjects. Holism, on the other hanci, collapses nature into self, egacing 

humadnature duaIism by making alI animals honoary humans. As a result, ail becomes 

self, and we "populate our landscape with the pets and puppets that these pseudo-human~ 

inevitably becorne" (Soc-Cr. 108). In either case, notes Evernden, "the centrality of the 

perceiving human is apparent'' (Soc.Cr. 108). 

Michael Z i m m m  is critical of the holist position, characterising its 'yeaming' 

for an age in which social antagoniSm and humadnature d d s m  will be overcome as a 
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yeaming for a relation with nature which we have never haci, and which is not desirable (8). 

Both extremes, the management position which sees the process of becoming 'civiiised' as 

that of increasing the distance betwem the self and nature, of radically dissociating the two, 

and the holist position, which attempts to erase this gap, can be forms of psychosis- 

cornpiete alienation h m  the world, or even h m  one's own body on the one hand, and ioss 

of identity or complete diaision of one's sense of self on the other. Our dissociative attitude 

toward nature, argues Zimmerman, "is one way in which the ego seeks to protect itself f?om 

'regressing' into a more primitive level of awareness" (Bless. 264). Holism, on the other 

han& attempts to unearth this primitive wnsciousness in a communal 'retuni to nature'. 

Zimmerman also notes thai these fomis of relationship with nature, dualism/domination and 

a kind of regression to a preindividuaîistic unity, respectively represent self-assertion and 

self-effacement, two of the most popular ways of denying death @ad. 55). This denial of 

the limits of embodied life has lead to behaviour destructive to our finite planet. 

According to Soper, we need to recognise both our ye-g for and dependence on 

nature, and our rejection of and independence h m  it. For example, deep ecology's notion 

of 'wider identity' has been seen by manYs and most p o w d y  by feminists, to represent 

the self-expansion of the modem, masculine ego, seeking to erase ciifference in favour of a 

problematic unity (Rad 10). Rather, we need to lecognise not only our interdependence 

with the other, but to combine this with the recognition of the other's difiference, such that 

we do not overcome the other and make it same. Where management calls us to continue 

the process of 'civilisation' and holism seeks merger with the wiid other, Zimmeiman calls 

for a new idea of civilisation, one in which we accept both the 'civilised' and 'Md' 
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dimensions of ourselves. It is the wildness in ourselves, the othemess, that we must corne to 

terms wiih in order to ease our f w  and abhorrence of it in nature- 

Postmodernism and the Critique of Modernity's Duabtic Theo y of Language 

Along with theïr ontological d&m, management and holimi maintain a 

correspondingly dualist theory of language, that of representationalism. In Postmodem 

Environmental Ethics, Max Oelschlaeger explains how representationalism dominates our 

speaking of nature in modernity: 

... a designative theory of language (also d e d  
representationalism) now dominates the modem mind 
(Taylor 1985). Scientific Ianguage is conceptualized not as 
constitutive but representative of an object to be objectively 
known and technologically appmpriated. Accordingly, true 
statements are understood as the mhmr of nature, conceivecl 
as veridical accounts (in the case of tme knowledge) of 
reality as represented through scientific law and description 
(objective knowledge). (3) 

In this mode1 of language, "Truth' ... consist[s] of propositions that correctiy 'mirror' or 

'represent' an independent, preexisting reaiity" (Rad- 93). 

As we have seen, both the management and holist ples believe üiat they have 

privileged, direct access to 'nature itself-to nature's laws and inteiligibility (whether 

physical or moral/spiritualmd thus to nature's authority. As we will explore here, in 

maintaining this position each ands to act as ifthe debate (at least their side of it) is taking 

place benemh the realm of language. Nature is understood as prediscursive and 

preconceptuai, existing pnor to, below, or beyond the 'meredy' culturai. Sirnultaneously, 



nature is assumed to be accessible to thought nius, politidiy motivateci toward correcting 

the abuse of natrirp, deep ecologkts "direct us to the 'naturey tbat we are destroying, w h g  

and poiluting," sometimes as if this were as s t r a i g h t f o d  as the kick with which Johnson 

responded to Berkeleyan idealism (Soper 3). Postmodem environmental theorists, on the 

other hand, identitj. rhetorïc as the first politicai question Denying the modem theory of 

referentidism, that language simply refm to or mimrs something outside of if they fofus 

on the role of Ianguage in 'capturing and consûucting' events. Ali nature claims, according 

to this position, are discursive. 

While we may st i l l  hold that 'nature' &ts independently ofdiscourse, that the= is 

an ontological distinction between an independent nature and our constnicts of it, there is 

"no reference to that which is independent of discourse except in discourse ..." (Soper 8). 

As Zimmerman notes, deep ecologists tend to 

take for granteci ttiat their assertions about humankind, 
animals, plants, the biosphere, wider identification, and 
Atman correctly correspond to or correctly disclose these 
phenornena. Because of a lack of critical reflexivity about the 
d e  played by language in shaping of culturai experiences 
and definition of "nature," the writings of some deep 
ecologists seem pbilosophicaily naive in cornparison with the 
hypersophistication of postmodem theory. @d 99) 

Postmodem environmentalists, then, divert our attention h m  the 'saving' of 'nature 

itself , for they deny that we have access to such a 'thing'. They are concerned, rather, with 

"the semiotics of natute ... recall[ing] us to the role of the concept in mediating access to the 

'reaiity' it names ..." (Sopa 3). Since there is "no refance to that which is independent of 

discourse except in discourse'' (Soper 8), nature has always been a culturai artefact. As 

Bennet and Chaloupka argue, "even preindustriai nature took shape by virtue of its location 



in a cultural project, in, for exampley the myth of the Gardeny' (xi). 

But we shouid not conclude fiam this that 'naiure' is a culturai project, that there is 

no ontological distinction between our wmtructs of 'naturey and an independent nature that 

Soper points out thaî we must recognise the limitations of the postmodem argument 

when we seek to defhe the concept of 'nature': 

Just as a simplistic endorsement of nature can seem 
insensitive to the emancipatory concerns motivating its 
rejection, so an exclusive emphasis on discourse and 
sipification can very readily appear evasive of ecological 
reaiities and irrelevant to the task of ddressing them. (8) 

Far worse than remaining 'cevasive" or "irrelevant," theorist Shane Phelan argues that the 

removal of the inverted commasy the making of nature into a purely social constnict, leah 

us to the uitimate managerial end. 

The elimination of nature can only fhther the solipsism of 
modern Western ciMlization, in which the earth becornes 
Ccstanding-rese~e'y for appropriation by humans who have 
thelll~elves become nothing but resources in a global 
economy. (Phelan 59) 

Verena Conley, in her analysis of postmdm theory, concludes that: 

[rlather than saying that "there is no real," ... b]roponents of 
diswurse theory ... never say that the real is inexistent, 
especiaily in the seme of nature, but that no tnrth, no hunum 
nrrth, c m  prevail and thaî . . . the world is not "out therey' 
waiting for human symbols to make sense of it .... (3 1) 

Thus, postmodem environmentalists, whiie emphasising discourse and signification, tend to 

do so to correct those who ovetlook it in presuming that they have a pipeline to truth 



Evemden notes that postmodemism challenges the %me-honoured technique of 

invoking the authority of nature [that] has been essential to the presentation of a p d v e  

argument," and makes it btulnerable to charges of hud" (SocCr. 26). In surrendering 

environmentalism's most powemil rhetoricai weapon, the authority of nature, in favour of a 

rhetoncal humility, postmodemism opens space for contestations about the 'order of 

things'. As Soper notes, the idea of nature has been used 90 legitimate social and se- 

hierarchies and cuitlaal norms" (31, to "etemize" what are, in fact, complex cultural 

Much effort has been spent by pomodemists on deconstnicting 'nature' for social 

justice purposes rather than for environmental wncem. Without t~nmediated access to an 

extemai, pre-discursive world, without the abiüty to cal1 upon natur's authority and truth as 

incontestable, what kind of 'environmental ethic' could postmodeniism possibly develop? 

Bennet and Chalouplca pose the problem for postmodemism as foilows: 

Whaî happeos to environmentalkt concems when the object 
of those concerns, the thing for the sake of which one 
speaks-nature, wild lands, animalem to lose its 
status as an object, a given, aiready set thing to which we can 
refer as ifwe were not involved in its construction? (xvi) 

In postmodem environmental texts such as Bennet and Chaloupka, Conley, 

Evemden, etc., it is in the space opened between the signifier and the signüïed, in the 

'othemess' of nature to what we can know and say about it, tiiat room is found for 

environmental ethics. Since we cannot grasp nature without remainder, since nature and our 

claims about it do not fit neatly into one another, there is always the "inevitability of the 

resistance posed by 'the world' to human pmjects and projections" (B&C xii). Even in that 



"most human of creaîions, language; by which we try to grasp the world, there is "the 

recalcitrant remainder of 'wiidness'" (B&C xii). Language is 'wild', is 'other', in the sense 

that our access to language is through laaguage. We are already caught up in language 

before our reflective powers tae developeà, md are thus unable to stand outside of it in 

order to see it as an object. Language is out 'world within the world' and therefore we 

cannot fully tame or domestkate the wodd, but must consider its dterity-nature as other, 

in fact, as other than we can ever know @&C xii). W e  postmodernism is usefid in 

uncovering the various constructs which inform our notion of 'nature', postmodem 

environmental theorists redise that this is ody  the first step toward addressing the problem 

of a postmodem environmental ethic. As Kate Soper reminds us, "it is not language that has 

a hole in its ozone layer; and the 'nal thing continues to be poliuted and degrdecl even as 

we refhe our deconstructive insights at the level of the signifier" (1 5 1). Ultimately, we 

mut  agree with Soper who argues thaî we need both to be sensitive to the critique of 

representationalism, and to develop more 'green science' to oppose poliuters (1 5 1). 

We need not abandon nature because of postmodernism's theoretical position but we 

can instead attempt to understand the issue fiom what Shane Phelan &s an "intimate 

distance (55). As 'intimate', nature is never füily 'absent'; we are intertwined with it. As 

'distance', nature is never diredy accessible, never immediate. It is never a m e s s  that 

leaves nothing undisclosed, for distance is never eliminated, it is 'the notquite-thought," 

the 'hot-quite-manifiest" (55). 

What is needed is a reconceptualization that heightens 
respect and care without a r e m  to medieval piety. 
Recognition of nature as intimate distance reminds us 
simdtaneously that nature is us and our Iives, but îhat those 



lives are the greatest, most mundane mystery we WU ever 
face. (Phelan 59) 

Thus, in the space between presence and absence, behNeen a holistic 're'-tirm to nature and 

management's total dissociation h m  the naturai world, m m  is opened for ambivalence 

and complex relations between nature and culturemumans. 



Section Two: Merieau-Poatv 

Introduction 

In this chapter 1 will be examining the work of French philosopher Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty, whose theory of ianguage and ontology have much to add to our 

contemporary environmental de-. Indeed, bis work, which most closely belongs to our 

third category of discourse, postmodernism, is critical of both 

'rationalist/man;igement/scien~c discourse' and 'intuitionist/holistic discourse'. As Galen 

Johnson writes, 'Merleau-Ponty's entire philosophical effort from The Phenornenolopv of 

PerceDtion forward had been to overcome dichotomies such as these [mind and body, 

subject and world, etc.] and the philosophical impasses they had created in modem thought" 

(23). 

Like Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty ~jected 'ethics' as a systern or fonda ,  and thus he 

did not develop an 'ethics'. But, as many writers anest to, his writing does contain a latent 

ethic.' Any reading of Merleau-Ponty's ethic, then, must also be a Wnting of it. Thus, after 

presenting Merleau-Ponty's philosophy of language and ontology in chapter one, we will 

conclude by attempting to write a Merleau-Pontian environmental ethic with the help of the 

ment  efforts of Neil Evemden (1985 and 1992), David Abram (1 988 and 1 W6), and 

Romand Coles (1993). 

The primary focus of this section will be the philosophy of language and ontology 

of Merleau-Ponty's last paiod, eut short by his death in 1961. During diis penod, Merleau- 

Ponty was in the process of renuning, u~lsatisfied, to the conclusions ofhis eariier and more 

hurnanist theoretical work, i.e. The Structure of Behavior (19 ) and The Phenomenologv of 



Perception (19 ), concIusions wbich he had applied in Sense and Nonsense (1948, trans. 

1964), Hurnanism and Tenor (1 9 ), and The Ventures of Dialectic Thoupht (1 9 ). Taking 

up these conclusions as starting points for finther reflection, and fînding them yet too 

dudistic, Merleau-Ponty was developing his earlier philosophy of language and ontology 

into a philosophy of 'indirect language' and 'indirect ontology' . 

In The Prose of the Worlâ, says editor Claude Lefort, Merieau-Ponty "wiU discover, 

in the meditation on 'indirect language', the first s i p  of the 'indirect ontology' which 

sustains The Visible and the Invisible" (Pref., P W  xix). Foliowing the movement of this 

'discovery', we will begin with Merleau-Ponty's philosophy of language, and then work 

toward his ontology. Merleau-Ponty focuses on language most closely in "On the 

Phenomenology of Language" (Signs 1960, trans. 1964) and the unnnished and 

posthumousiy published The Prose of the World (1969, trans. 1973), later developing part 

of this 'work set aside' into ''Indirect Language and the Voices of Silence" (Signs). 

Merleau-Ponty's theory of language, as we wiil see, rejects both the 

representationalist belief in the ability to captute the world in language, and the holist 

notion that beneath language and conceptuaiisation are 'thoughts' or a level of intelligibility 

that we can atturie ourselves to. 

In The Eve and the Mind (1964, tiaos. ), Si-, and the incomplete and 

postilumously published The Visible and the Invisible (1964, tram. 1968), significant 

material for a pst-çartesian ontology is presented. In "The Philosopher and His Shadow," 

Merleau-Ponty rethinks the relation of humans and nature* characterized in modernity as a 

subjecthbject dualism, and begins to speak of 'our flesh' and 'the flesh of the world', 



seeing the modem cat&ories of subject and object as-abstractions fiom, and r e c i p d  

aspects of, the same dty-'the ~lesh'. in the same text, he rnoves &rn the traditional 

opposition of a sensible world and a world of ideas, and begins to speak of thought as 

embodied, of the 'invisible' not as the 'non-visible', but as the Iuiing and depth of the 

'visible', of a .  invisible that is latent 'in-the-visible', and of the subject (suiet) as embodied, 

as a body-subject (suiet-coms). These new relations in &ch ideas, thought, language and 

subjectivity are inseparable h m  the materiai, are fhther q l o r e d  in The Eve and the Mind 

and The Visible and the Invisible. Hem, Merleau-Ponty decentres language fiom the human 

brain, finding its basis in an 'animate' and 'expressive' perceptuaI landscape, a move that 

has dramatic implications for environmental thought. 

Unlike the modem subject that relates to the world as if separate h m  its body, 

seeing fkom above or outside it, body-nibjects (suietams), are situated in and intertwined 

with the world ('fiesh' to 'the flesh of the world'). Paradoxicaüy, being situated means that 

we have both an 'opemess' to the worIà, and that the world exceeds our perspectives, is 

always at a distance (horizon). Thus, 'presence' for Merleau-Ponty, rather than a 

coincidence of mind and object, is both absolute proximity and irremediable distance. 

Our intimate intemwÿag with the world stands in the way of the extemalishg gaze 

of science and management; our distance h m  the world prevents au easy holism that sees 

us  as "at one" with the earth. Uaable to say ewctly whei  we stand, Merleau-Ponty's 

ontology is not a clear statement of our place in nature, but an expression of the 

unresolveable ambiguity between humans and nature. To be IeR with ambiguity is a failure 

only in the terms of modemity, in wbkh the goal is a passage h m  'confbsion' to the clarity 
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of coqlete expression. In Merieau-Ponty's 'postmodexn' tenns, the ambiguity between 

subject and objecf self and worid, signifier and signifieci, is a 'good ambiguity', dowing 

room for a different kind of ethic. It is not a case of choosing between the universai and 

rational laws of modemity, or an irrational and particular spontaneity, but an intenwining of 

the two: in the openhg that dows us to experience the worid anew, wntext and novelty 

c d  for judgement, while the existence of a common world that sustains o u  individual 

perceptions allows out perspectives to blend with and CO& those of others, allowing for 

a 'new reason' and a generaiisation in morality. 

Cha~ter One: Merleau-Pontv's Theorv of Laanuane: Laneuaee is a World 

"We ail secretly venerate the ideal of  a 
language which in the last analysis 
would deliver us fiom language by 
delivering us to the thingsy' 
(The Prose of the World 4). 

"The perfection of language lies in its 
capacity to pass unnoticed" (P W 10). 

In Section One, we saw how postmodernists take rhetonc as their first question, 

claiming that language mediates our a~cess to the worid. Here, we will explore in greater 

detail how Merleau-Ponty cornes to see 1-world relations as 'situaîed' within conceptual 

structures that both mediate and direct our understanding of nature, and how management 

and holism came to forget language. 

In accord with po~nnodernism's linguistic tum, and foliowing Husserl, Merleau- 

Pont). moves the probiem of language into a central position. Throughout Western 
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philosophy, and most fenenty so in modern thought, notes Merleau-Ponty editor Claude 

Lefort, language has managed to escape h m  '%st philosophy," has been deemed "the 

scandal of philosophy" (Preface, PW xxk). Before this move it was held that philosophy, in 

order to be 'scientific' and 'objective', required a language as 'ngorous' as science's-a 

'mathematid', ahistorical, unchanging, universai language not subject to the confbsions 

and contingencies of common speech (Prefke, PW xxix). Equipped with such a clear and 

concise language, philosophy could finally fulnl the promise of Plato's philosopher-king, 

offering certain guidance for the socio-political world. As Lefort continues: "This Cartesian 

drearn of a universal language is at the same t h e  ... a prescription for social order, since 

clarity of mind eliminates the vexatious~less of theological and politicai controversy-not to 

mention the vanity of pets" (Preface, PW >oax). TES one true universal language would 

bring d peoples within a single socio-political order. Once the sign system was set, 

meaning established once and for ail, and things were what &ey were said to be, consensus 

would be predeterrnined and there would be no cause for codict, no need for debate. And 

yet, somehow, fiom a system that was to end in universal agreement, environmentaiists find 

themselves caught in interminable debate. 

The question we must ask ourseives is how we came to believe in a language that 

could be based on the 'given', pre-cultural authority of nature and could thus deliver up to 

us the 'things themselves'? The 'problem', as Merleau-Ponty sees it, is that language 

'works', that is, that it "efface[s] itselfto the extent that its expression cornes acrossy' (PW 

9). Rather than w W y  having been ignored, he writes, language has within itself the 

"capacity to pass unnoticeci," to "hide itseIf' (PW 10). When language 'works', 



communication seems unproblematic, words effice themselves as if ai l  dong 

communication was taking place as "some operation of pure spirit" (PW 1 17). We see then, 

that through the complicity of both our "secret veneration" of a language that delivers us to 

t b g s  themselves and language's capacity to pass unnoticed, we corne to believe that we 

are dealing in the realm of spirit, meaning, thought and mind. We are able to 'use' language 

'successfully' without paying attention to, and, in fact, by diverhg our attention fkom the 

corpodmaterial realm of language, signs, and words-the reaim of arm and band, of pen, 

ink and paper, of gesture, thmat, tongue and lips, and of history aud place. 

In The Prose of the World, Merleau-Ponty explains that the self-effacement of 

words, while teading u s  to 'forget,' is also language's 'perfection' and its 'virtue.' 

When someone-an author or a fiiend-succeeds in expressing himself the signs 
are immediately forgotten; al1 that remains is the meaning. 'Ibe perfection of 
language lies in its capacity to pass unnoticed. 

But thereîn lies the vnlue of langage: it is language which propels us toward 
the things it signifies. ùi the way it works, language hides itselfhm us. Its triumph 
is to efface itselfand take us beyond the words to the author's very thoughts, so that 
we imagine we are engaged with him in a wordess meeting of minds. (PW 10, 
italics mine) 

The key word here is "imagine," for we are 'tricked' by language into letting it pass 

unnoticed, into believing, as representationalism does, that it is simply a humble container 

for transporting thoughts (and a world tunieci into thoug!~t), such that, its fiinction served, 

we are left standing face to face with the author's thoughts or 'the world itself.' Only when 

expression and communication fail do we feel that we are dealing oniy with words. It is 

through this mode1 of language as a neutral tool that management and holism believe nature 

can be delivered up through language and yet remain 'nature itseif'. 
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Despite its seeming selfefâcement, Merleau-Ponty argues, there is no signification 

without signs: "no language ever ... wastes away to make the things theniselves appear ..." 

(Indirect Language and the Voices of Siience 78). We have no access to a world beneath 

language, he argues, a position h m  which we could set the relations between signs 

according to 'reality', and thus we cannot "define [language] to match the divine minci, 

retum to the very origin of the history of speech ..." (PW 5), or '6rec~ver the muted language 

in which being murmw to us" (PW 6). For language to waste away and leave us in a silent 

coincidence of mind pressed against thing, it would, impossibly, have to be an identical 

mirroring of things. As Merleau-Ponty reminds us, "[w]ords do not look iike the things they 

designate ..." (Cézanne's Doubt 68). 

Supporting the postmodern position that words do not fbction as representations 

requiring us only to mentally polish away the flaws in their refiective d a c e ,  Merleau- 

Ponty argues that "every attempt to close our hand on the thought which dwells in the 

spoken word leavres] only a bit of verbal material in our finger" (On the Phenomenology of 

Language 89). Drawing fÎom his reading of Saussure, Merleau-Ponty argues that rneaning 

is the resdt of "the way in which ... signs behave toward one another and are distinguished 

fiom one another ..." (ZLVS 42). Saussure has shown "that each act of expression becomes 

significant only as a modulation of a general system of expression and only insofar as it is 

differentiated h m  other Linguistic gestures" (ILVS 81). Each sign, then, gains it meaning 

fiom a i l  the othea, and together they dude  to a signification that lies beyond them. Taken 

singly, without other signs to relate to, words would be only meaningless sound and 

scribble, the 'thought' or 'signification' "always in abeyance" (OPL 88). The relation 
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between signs creates meaning different h m  the sum of their parts, each word does not 

refer directly to a correspondhg meanhg? but together they fom a 'halo' of meaning. Our 

'truth', therefore, rather than an ahistoricai and universai tnith to end all debate, accessible 

to us through the reflective polishing of the mirror of language, is the result of the relations 

between signs, of sign structures, of symbolic contexts h m  which it cannot be separated, 

and which stamp our knowledge with a date and place. 

For Merleau-Ponîy. sign structures are not screens which hide pure thoughts and 

meaning, or containers that transport them h m  mind to min& but the context in which 

meaning arises. Sign structures emborfy meaning and thoughts such that there is no meaning 

or thought outside these rnateriaYhistorica1 contexts, no "ber lexiconf7 f k e d  h m  signs, 

"no language pnor to language" (iLVS 42). 

Embodied in material sign structuresy 'thought,' in Merleau-Ponty's terminology, is 

language, an 'intemal monologue'and a 'personal vibration'. A primary 'thought' does not 

then lead us to 'speak', nor do 'words' arouse in us a 'thought', but "[ilt is words that words 

arouse and, to the degree that we 'think' more fidly, words so precisely fill our min& they 

leave no empty corner for pure thoughts or for significations that are not the work of 

language" (PW 1 15). Thought, then, is not "a sort of ideal text that our sentences attempt to 

translate" (ILVS 41-42), as in modemity where thought, using language as  a tool in a 

second order operation, "joins the linguistic meaning of speech with the signification it 

intends" by choosing words to match "as one goes to look for a barnmer in order to drive a 

nail or for a claw to pull it out" (ILVS 46). Speech is, rather, as Don Ihde finds, '%e 

performance of thought"; it does not translate a prior thought, but c'accomplishes it" 
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(Shging 69). in this way, as Kohak writes, there can be no 'retum' to an "aüeged depth o f  

our collective unconsciou, of our ancestral memones, of our prereflective myths or perhaps 

our primitive emotions," a depth in which we tap into a kind of colieaive unconscious of dl 

beings through which the world speaks to us (9). Rather, language always fol& back upon 

itseif to create more language. "Speech always cornes to play against a background of 

speech; it is aiways only a fold in the immense fabnc of language" WVS 43), "a reflection 

back upon a preconstituted language wbich we are b r n  into" (OPL 84). 

Merleau-Ponty argues that whea we 'fold birk' upon language we are 'WÛng 

possession or acquisition of significations wbich otherwise are present to us only in a 

mufned way" (OPL 90). Rather than seekiag an 'ideal text', 'pure thought' or 'golden age 

of clarity' that will guide language, we retum to a 'new beginning' of language in which 

expressive speech 'Ys precisely in the process of writhg the text" (ILVS 46). Thus, it is not 

a r e m  to the beginning of language, but to a preconstituted language h m  which we can 

draw new meanings. Unüke a 'mathematical language', our clarity of thought/language 

comes at the end of this process. We do not know our own mind mt.1 we speak it (even if 

only intemally), and even then, since the consequemes of this process dways exceed its 

premises (OPL 9 l), we ofien surprise ourseIves. 

Even so, the thematisation of the agnined does not lead to complete expression at 

the end either. in rejecting lmguage as the translation of an original text, and that meaning 

and word exist in a 1 : 1 relation, Merleau-Ponty is Ied to the conclusion that %e idea of 

complete expression is nonsensical ..." @VS 43). As langusge is not an object of thought 

laid out before a constituting consciousness, but is 'pre'-constituted, any attempt to 
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thematise, grasp and clarify language must do so h u g h  the language in which it is already 

caught up, and thus will always leave us with a remahder, with language as an enigma 

Since, rather than ptedictably following morphologid, syntactical and lexical niles, we are 

always in the process of creating language, Linguistic d e s  can only approrrimate the lived 

usage of language, govemiog pst expression. Thus, Uwe can only 'think of flanguage] 

obliqueIyy, 'mime', or 'reveal iîs mystery'" (PW 116). We cannot go through language to 

'the world itself', as modernity claimeci, but always remain w i t h  languag+language is a - 

'world' which we can approach only indirectly. 

As we see then, language contains a dimension of the 'wild', crf excess, of more than 

we c m  know: even our ~ w n  speech escapes and exceeds our intentions in a way that will 

never en4 always remaining 'other' to us. This is what Merleau-Ponty speaks of when, in 

referring to his own craft, he wrïtes: "The philosopher must bear his shadow, which is not 

simply the factual absence of futurr Iight" (PS 178). "Philosophy is not the passage from a 

confused world to a universe of closed s i ~ c a t i o n s "  (PW 17). 

Merleau-Ponty overhum the model of language prevalent since Aristotie which 

ailows language to escape k m  first philosophy, a rnodel in which the managementholism 

debate is caught due to a lack of critical reflexivity about language. In this model, the 

curtain of language, as a representation or 'Ylawed copy" of speech which is, in t u .  a 

flawed representation of thought, f d s  away and mind unites with world tbrough the process 

of 'philosophising' (Davis 34). Thought cannot escape language, language cannot capture 

itself, and thus the world escapes our attempts to fit it into our categories, definitions and 

identities. There is always excess of the signined over the signifier. Within and beyond 



what is said, there is always a remabder, the not-said, the wild. Silence. As Romand Coles 

writes, "the earth and its beings only really 'speak' . . . to us through our efforts to articulate 

them" (238), and our articdations are, as Merleau-Ponty shows us, aiways also silence. 

Merleau-Ponty attempts to move his 'shadow' into centre stage-not, W y ,  to 

dissolve it in the full light of knowledge, but to serve as a constant reminder of its presence, 

that aU attwpts to know the world and exprrss it carry within them the 'not-said'. He seeks 

to take responsibility for the fact that language does not resemble or approxïmate the world 

as a mimr rnight, but, as we will see, covers over as it 'reveals' and 'discloses'. Rather than 

the pure Light of the complete expression of an intelligible world, we have access only to 

"radiant nebulae separated by expanses of darlcness" (CD 3-4). 

This darkness, or 'silence', '%ch is not simply the factual absence of future light" 

(PS 1 78), which "does not cease to sunound [speech]" (ILVS 46), is yet not a negative 

phenornenon for Merleau-Ponty. 'Silence' is, in fact, the tacit ground of speech that makes 

communication possible. We will see in Merleau-Ponty's distinction between 'spoken' 

language (le laname varlé) and 'speaking' laaguage (le langage ~arlant), that he uses the 

terni 'silence' to distinguish allusive, 'indirect' language h m  the empirical use of language 

(ILVS 44). For Merleau-Ponty, "ali language is indirect or allusive-that is, if you wish, 

silence" (ILVS 43). In order to express the world, we do not speak in words as if each word 

were a container for m d g ,  but through them; words carry us beyond themselves. 

Despite this, we tend to use language as if signs reveal the 'thing itself', confirming the 

adequacy of past expressions to this task each time we repeat them. 



Le Langage Parle Le Langage Pariant 

Y.. CW]e are bewitched, by language and its 
powa of reincation, to make prose of the 
world at the expense ofpoetry" (Claude 
Lefort, preface to The Prose of the World). 

In arguing that expression is never complete, that philosophy does not lead nom 

confusion to closed signification, but is a process of creation rather than replication, 

Merleau-Ponty offers the possibility of changing our world-view. Our destructive paradigm, 

though made to seem 'natural' and inevitable by the 'successful' fhctioning of language, is 

not the final word. The notion of 'silence', of the 'not-said', opens space for firture 

possibilities different fkom the present, for a new language that implicates a new ethics. 

In The Prose of the World, Merleau-Ponty distinguishes between two kinds of 

language: 'le lannwe ~arlé '  (spoken language) and 'le lanmwe parlant' (speakuig 

language). Le lan~me ~ a r l é  is our culture's fimd of already established expressions in 

which the relations between signs and significations are already habituai and familiar-it is 

'sedimented' language, 'after the fact', 'alre;mdy spoken', the language shidied and 

fomalised by iinguists. In le lan ane =lé, "there is a direct meaning which corresponds 

point by point to the established phtases, fomis, and words" (PW 46). Thus, to convey 

meaning, le lan~age ~ a r l é  bas only to remind us of signüïcations already present in us. 

But speaking or wrïting that relies solely on repeating this lauguage supports the 

status quo. It is an institution or, as Merleau-Ponty says, hinting of the past, a ''monument," 
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for it "limits itself to using, through accepted signs, the meanings already accepted in a 

given culture" C'An Unpublished Text," PW 8-9). 'The tendency of sedimented language 

(le langixe mrlé)," as Hugh Silverman writes, "is to consolidate, to formalise, and to 

regulate estabLished meaning ..." (Silvaman 189). It is language that has forgotten that its 

speaking is also a silence. 

Merleau-Ponty writes of culture as a second hand speaking that provides an "already 

constituted reason" and a familiar and solid world (CD 19). Surrounded by our cultural 

world and artefacts, we gain confidence in our power to understand the world and a sense 

that these understandings have permanence. 'We live in the midst of man-made objects, 

among tools, in houses, streets, cities, and most of the time we see thw only through the 

human actions which put them to use. We become used to thinking that all of this exists 

necessariiy and inshakeably" (CD 16). We see the world through the eyes of our culture, 

through which it has already been seen, spoken, and explained, and are thus quick to 

conceptualise, name and geometrise it according to these established categories. Our 

experience is not 'original' but second hand, Merleau-Ponty daims, and thus we are not 

tnrly 'seeing'. 

Once meaning is institutionalised in these habituai expressions, they corne to stand 

for the world, the world is bound within the- and "the gaps and element of silence are 

obliterated" (PW 46). Forgotten and buried beneath this "monumental" achievement is the 

fact that the world transcends language, that our expressions are only partial. But this need 

not be our fate, Merleau-Ponty argues. There is ais0 'authentic' and 'productive' expression 

that frees the world h m  this cage, if only for a tirne. 



For 'authentic' expression, we need both le lamane aidé, a h d  of already 

established expressions, and a new form to take h m  this fund and "detach itself and 

remain new enough to amuse attention" (PW 35). Merleau-Ponty h d s  this new fom in 

langage - parlant. Rather than a repetition of past meaning in which words simpiy efface 

themselves, le langage ~arlant creates itself in expressive acts, and ''sweeps [us] on fiom the 

signs toward meaning ..." (PW 1 O). 

As we saw earlier, language folds back upon itseif. But Merleau-Ponty shows here 

that we need mt simply follow it blindly, using language 'empirically' only, retracing the 

same path each t h e .  While we cannot create a new language ex nihilo or match it to a true 

guide beneath the cultural realm (in nature or a heaven of ideas), we c m  "de-fod past 

expression and "re-create" language. "AU great prose," writes ~ e r l e a & ~ o n t ~ ,  "is also a re- 

creation of the signifying instrument, henceforth manipulateci according to a new syntaxY' 

("An Unfinished Text," PW 8-9). To make laaguage signify what is intended requires a 

creative arninging of aiready s i m g  instruments, a "coherent deformation" in which we 

'Wrow them off center and recenter them" (OPL 9 1). As Merleau-Ponty wrïtes: 

As long as language is functioning authentically [Le. creatively rather than 
repetitively], it is not a simple invitation to the Listener or reader to discover in 
hùnseif significations that were already there. It is rather the trick whereby the 
writer or orator, touching on these signincatio~s already present to us, makes them 
yield strange sounds. At first these soumis seem false or dissonant However, 
because the writer is so successfiil in converting us to his system of harmony, we 
adopt it hexiceforth as our own. (PW 13) 

While 'Truth', as we have seen, is partial, an historical, temporary event, Merleau-Ponty yet 

reserves 'truth' a special place. 

To say tbere is a tndh is to say that when my renewal [of language] meets the old or 
alien project, and successful expression frees what has always been held captive in 



being, an inner communication is established in the density of personai and 
interpersonal time through which our present becomes the truth of a l i  the other 
laiowing events. It is Wre a wedge we drive into the present, a milestone bearing 
witness that in this moment something has taken place which king was always 
waiting for or "intending to say" rvoulait direl, and which WU never stop if not 
being tme at les t  sirrriifwig and StimuIating our thinking apparatus, if need be by 
drawuig h m  it truths more comprehensive than the present one. At this moment 
something has ken  founded in signification; an experience has been t d o r m e d  
into meaniug, has become tnrth. @PL 96) 

As a result of this creative event, pst expression breaks out of the bouuds of established 

relations, of the "controiled, limiting c i r c w c e s "  of the established relations between 

words and their meanings (Silvemian 189). Rather than a 'sheer rebellion', something new 

is king 'Younded" and "establisheâ": "another form of expressivity, another type of 

communication, an indirect language that !ms not yet become codined and solidified ..." 

(Silverman 189, italics mine). 

Merleau-Ponty's attempt to retrieve the world b r n  sedimenteci language is not a 

search for a final acquisition, fornula, or dialectical synthesis for ali expression is oniy 

partial. But rather than rejecting dialectic altogether, he refonnulates it to allow for a 

creative movement of language which never ceases. Even our 'new' speakhg which fiees 

possible meanings captive in being covers over and, through its successfbl use, in tirne 

becomes familia. and forgets that it is not complete expression. It falls for the 'ruse' of 

language, that is, that it is "capable in principle of winning ... any king which might 

present itself' (OPL 95). and thus we are called to ever renew Ianguage. 

Merleau-Ponty differentiates between two kinds of dialectic, which he calls 'bad 

dialectic' and 'good diaiectic' . The 'bad diaiectic' '%hinks it recomposes king by a thetic 

thought, by an assemblage of statements, by thesis, antithesis, and synthesis" (VI 94). It is 
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this kind of dialectic that is practiced by a modemity uncornfortable with ambiguity, with 

incomplete identification, which clairns to ~present in language ail there is. The 'good 

dialectic', on the other han& which he calls 'hyperdialectic', "is conscious of the fact that 

every thesis is an ideabtion, thaî Being is not made up of idealizations or thuigs said, as 

the old logic beiieved, but of bound wholes where signification never is except in 

tendency ..." (VI 94). Hyperdiaiectic, thus, is dialectic without synthesis. There is st i l l  a 

"surpassing that reassembles," but it is not the reassembly of a 'solution', it is a trembling 

unity exposed to contingency, 'cconcrete, partial, encumbered with Survivais, saddled with 

deficits ..." (VI 94-5). Laaguage cannot hand over to us ''the secret of the king of the 

world," for, as we saw earlier, "language is itselfa world, itself a king . . ." (VI 96). But it 

is "a world and a king to the second power, since it does not speak in a vacuum, since it 

speaks in and of the world and therefore redoubles their enigma instead of dissipating it" 

(VI 96). In modem philosophy, reflecâion upon the world is said to pass beyond language 

and provide us with 'the world itself, but we will see that just as Ianguage fol& back upon 

a preconstituted language, so too reflextion fol& back over a preconstituted world, and over 

our body's percephial experience of this world upon which it then reflects. It is in the 

parallel of language and world as prrconstituted, and thus 'prereflective', that Merleau- 

Ponty joins language and ontology as 'indirect'. Neither ianguage nor the world give 

themselves over as 'objects'-both can only be dudeci to, approached indirectly. Merleau- 

Ponty's ontology hds in the body's prereflective, percephial experience a more immediate 

access to the world. He thus attempts to 'returny to this experience and to articulate it. We 

will see here that we are not 'trappeci' in language, circhg in a cultural world of our 
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making in which our 'speaking anew' is no more than a game of language. We are not 

simply 'freeing' the world by releasing it h m  one 'trap' to another. 

Cha~ter Two: Merleriri-Pontv's 'Indirect' Ontolow: Writine the World from Within 

In order to reflect, there mut  be a prior experience of the world to reflect upon, an 

expenence prior to any thesis. It is this experience that is the 'object' of Merleau-Ponty's 

philosophy, the naive position of our everyday lives in which we believe that our senses 

open upon a common world given to experience before reflection and fiom which reflection 

proceeds. He calis this position a 'perceptud faith'. 

Just as the instituted opinions of le langage ~ a r l é  create for us a common world, so 

too when dealing with the visible world, divergent positions are unifieci without great 

difficulty and our naive belief that we share a common world is maintained. However, as 

soon as we reflect on the evidence of our perceptions, as mon as we reach the 'invisible', "it 

seems rather that each man inhabits his own islet ..." (VI 14). Thus, says Merleau-Ponty: 

"What St. Augustine said of time-that it is perfdy familar to each, but that none of us 

can explain it to the others-must be said of the world" (VI 3). When we attempt to clearly 

articulate what we mean by 'we', 'seehg', 'thllig', 'world', we find ourselves caught in "a 

iabyrinth of diEculties and contradictions ..." (Vi 3). Our faith succumbs to doubt, and we 

find ourselves in 'crisis'. In the process of reflecting and articulating upon our experience of 

the world as "absolute proximity, it also becomes, inexplicably, irremediable distance" (VI 

8)- 



The philosophy of reflection atternpts to molve this 'crisis' by grounding 

philosophy in the interiority of the mind, turning the worid into an 'idea' such that world 

and cogitatum coincide. In this reflective 'theoreticai attitude', the '1' "makes itseif 

' indifferent' , a pure 'knower', in oràer to grasp all thhgs without remabder-to spread al1 

things out before itself and to 'objectify' and gain inteNectual possession of them (PS 162). 

It seeks 'ihings simply as things" (blosse Sachen), rending them "of every action-predicate 

and every vaiue-predicate" (PS 162). 

While Merleau-Ponty claims that this theoretical attitude toward things is not false, 

it is not the only attitude we can have toward the world. Merleau-Ponty is not interested in 

re-exploring the world through traclitiod philosophies of reflection, for "[w]e do not iive 

naturaiiy in the universe of blosse Sachen" (PS 162-3). %or to all reflection, in 

conversation and the practices of life ... things are not nature in itself for us but 'our 

suz~oundings"' (PS 163). Here, the so-called 'confusion' and 'opinion' of our diverse, 

situated perspectives is an 'Vrdoxa", the fùndamental unveiling of the world in experience 

(PS 164). 

The activities of theoreticai consciousness--positing, constnicting, afknhg, 

negating and judging are not necessary here, for the world of percephial f~th is given to 

experience pior to these, and is thus "beyond proofs" (VI 128). In it ' k e  lmow fa-  more 

about [things] ... thau the theoreticai attitude can teil us-and above aii we know it in a 

different way" (PS 163). While 'our surroundhgs' are not given in the sense of clear and 

distinct knowledge, the world of perceptual faith is yet not whoily irrational or mysterious, 

but has a 'clarity' of its own. It is an experience 



o f  inhabiting the world by our body, of inhabiting the tnith by our whole selves, 
without there being need to chmw nor even to distinguish between the assurance of 
seeiag and the assurance of seeing the tnie, because in principle they are one and the 
same thing-faitti, therefore, and not knowledge, since the world is here not 
separatecl h m  our hold on it, since, rather than afhmed, it is taken for granted, 
rather than disclosed, it is nondissimulated, non-refuted. (VI 28) 

Coming after, reflection mut make use of our body's prior opening to the world, 

and thus cannot account for it Reflection does not 'go beyond' it in a passage fiom 

'opinion' to 'knowledgey, and any effort to replace its ambiguity with a new formda or 

picture is not a resolution but an effacing, a forgetting. For Merleau-Ponty, our primary 

relation to the wodd is one of ambiguity. Since deetion cannot return back 'before' or 

'outside' this realm in order to c1ari.Q if a philosophy of this semous, prerefiective realm 

mut  be "the perceptual faith questionhg itseifabout itseif" (VI 103). 

Céza~e 's  Painting and Merieau-Ponty's Phenomenology 

"Ip]ainting, king language, must also be 
expression, and therefore a creative process. 
' Words do not look like the t b g s  they 
designate; and a p i c m  is not a tromw l'oeil' 
(CD 68)" (de WaeLhens 175). 

Merleau-Ponty appeals to painting throughout his career as a paradigm case of 

indirect language and its power to renew the world through "retumhg to the source of silent 

and solitary experience" of the world, to a world that is unfamiliar and strange. [fmtnote: 

"Cézanne's Doubfy (1948), "Indirect Language and the Voices of Silencey' (1960) and "Eye 

and Minci'' (1 964)]. In CéPuuieys paintingy Merleau-Ponty fin& "a paradigm for 
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prescientific pemzptual experience of the naturai world ..." (Johnson T), the kind of direct 

and primitive contact with the world that phenomenology seeks. Rather than repeating the 

fund of already spoken speech, or aiready painted painting, the artkt attempts, through a 

process of 'forgetting' the culturai perspective, its sciences and systems, projects and 

meanings, to 'know' tbis ambiguous reaim and express the world anew, creating a "rebirth 

of existence" (CD 18). "Cézanne's painting suspends these ~hstitutiomlised~ habits of 

thought and reveals the base of inhuman nature upon which man has uistalled himseif" (CD 

16). We see here the attempt to 'bracket' the habituai, the realm that covers over silence in 

order to ailow something else to appear. 

Where Cézanne attempts to stay in, and paint hm,  the sensuous Unmediacy of the 

lived world, fkom our 'living percepnial field' pnor to any reflection upon it, Merleau- 

Ponty attempts to retum to this universe of brute king in order to bring it to expression and 

endow it with philosophical status (Sallis 29). In both Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology 

and Cézanne's painting, writes Smith, we find the atternpt to retum us to regions of 

experience so close and familiar, in the background of our consciousness, that they escape 

attention (2 1). 

It seems here tint holism and a kind of romantic phenomenology embrace each 

other. But it is only through an uncritical reading of Merleau-Ponty that his work codd be 

brought to support a romantic approach of this sort. The holist longing for a r e m  to 

beginnings, to a lost 'naturai' innocence or a golden age of hannony with nature, is not 

endorsed here. Merleau-Ponty's phenomenological reduction is not Husserl's; his 'return' 

does not give us the origin of the world, it c'discIoses the dimension of the beginnings not by 
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its success but by its inevitable failure ..." (Sallis 2 1). In its ' failure' to return us to an ongin 

'before' language, world, reflection and expenence, we discover that we uinnot pass back 

behind our historical, sîtuated bodily experience of the world. Every attempt to 'return' 

fin& not a placeless cogito, but a body that is physically and inescapable situated-a body 

whose perceiving is always inseparably thought/language plus matenal opening onto the 

worId. A thought embodied in symbolic con-, a body situated in a 

culture/place/language that idorms 'seeing'. 

Rather than an imrnaterial 'ongin', we discover that what is 'original' is "the 

dimension of our already established, indissoluble inscription in the world . . . " (Sallis 22). 

We can not coincide with the world or successfully 'retum' to immediate experience. Thus, 

by The Visible and the Invisible, Merleau-Ponty speaks of our 'reveahg' of the world as a 

reveaiing of a 'world-at-a-distance', always M e r  on. As Merleau-Ponty writes, the world 

is given to us through our body's "openness upon the world which does not exclude a 

possible occultation ..." (VI 28). The perception of out body is simultaneously a reveaihg 

and a concealhg îtom view; an occuitation, not an esoteric secret that would open to a 

mystical knowledge which can go beneath i t  Where holism piesupposes an ionocence of 

prereflective consciousness, for Merleau-Ponty ''there is an informhg of perception by 

culture which enables us to say that culture is perceived" (VI 212). There is not, on the one 

han& a cultural explanation of things, and on the other an innocent purely biological 

perceiving of them. Sensory perception and symbolic contexts are interrelated, such that no 

seeing is a 'seeing o f ,  but always a 'seeing as' and a 'seeing hm'+ pairing of perception 

and expression. 
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According to Don nide, 'me world is already primïtively given as meanin@ in 

some sense. There is not pure da- no raw qualia or pure sense h m  which to begin; 

rather, man begins immersed in a worid already signiscant, already both 'natural' and 

'cultural', and the phenornena of immersion are the fifit to be intemgated" (Singing 62). 

As SueelIen Campbell c o n h  in "The Land and the Language of Desk," "aii readings 

are 'situated'. We dways read [and see] h m  within a system of social, political, economic, 

cultural, and personal circurnstance-and thus a set of conceptuai stnictures-ht direct us 

to apmticulm readingy' (129). These symôolic structures act as a vast network of 'Yexts'' 

and, as Campbell ad&, "surely one of the most important of these forces is the rest of the 

natural world" (1 34). 'Biological' seeing, which Don ihde refers to as 'microperception', is 

open to many interpretations or 'macroperceptions'-the world, open to multiple 

possibilities, both sustains numerous descriptions and exceeds them al1 (Tech. 45). The 

same slq, for example, seen fiom within different cultures, may be perceived as a dome, or 

as o p e n n e s ~ a c h  culture tends to accept one interpretation of things and block out or 

'forget' others. Though ail perception includes the 'naked' observations we make, no 

perception is 'bare' or 'innocent'. There is no diRa perception in the sense of a relation in 

which the world is present to the perceiver. Ali 1-world relations are 1-language/culture- 

world relations; our perceptions always include the syrnbolic contexts fiom which we 

cannot escape. Even were we to imagine an innocent 'seing of ,  our biological perception, 

as we will see, is never of the 'world itseif' but of pieces tom out h m  the whole; we may 

imagine the world as a whole in conception, but the observations w W  are used to 'prove' 

these conceptions are always local and partial. 



While this prereflective bension, being primary, is the 'object' of Merleau-Ponty's 

philosophy, given the secondary nature of any reflection upon it, the method that 

characterises his indirect ontology in The Visible and the Invisible is tbat of a reflection 

aware of its secondary nature, that attempts to take into account reflectionys effect on the 

reflected-a 'hyperreflection' {surréflexion). As Gaien Johnson writes, 

[t]o reflect in thought cannot mean to coincide with the object precisely because 
thought is reflection, re-tum, re-concpest, or re-covery (VI 45; M 69). Reflection is 
retrospective, therefore a temporal k a t  behind the genesis of its objecc reflection is 
the activity of a self-in-genesis in relation to an object, therefore a temporal beat 
behind the genesis of itself. The source of the world and the source of the self slip 
away h m  reflective view. Hypeneflection is the effort to take seriously these 
spaces of genesis, meaning that ontology is possible only indirectly, in an 
interrogative mood that remains sensitive to the silence of what cannot be said. (45- 
46) 

While Merleau-Ponty seeks to bring to expression the universe of brute k ing  fiom 

the depths of its silence, this realm where ''the portals of culture are yet not closed" 

(Waldenfels 5), its expression mut be through 'indirecty language. This world-at-a-distance 

to which we are open 

by principle does not admit the procedure of objectifLing or reflective 
approximation, since it is at a distance, by way of horizon, latent or dissimulated. It 
is that universe that philosophy aims ah that is, as we say, the object of 
philosophy-but here never will the lacuna be fïlled in, the unknown transformeci 
into the known; the "object" of philosophy WU never corne to fiIl in the 
philosophical question, since this obturation would take fiom it the depth and the 
distance that are essential to it. (VI 101) 

The theoretical attitude can only idealise this primary realm, give "an approximation 

of the total situation, which includes, beyond what we say, the mute experience h m  which 

we draw what we say" (VI 88). Unable to grasp this realm in language, Merleau-Ponty 

incorporates an allusive, 'indirect' language that has more in comrnon with Literary 
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language than with the clear, concise, almost mathematical language of modern philosophy. 

The Intertwiaing-The Chiasm: The Body, the Other 

In ''The Philosopher and His Shadow," Merleau-Ponty attempts to think what 

Husserl hints at, but leaves unthought, in regards to the relatiomhip between %e haecceity 

of Nature" and "the vortex of absolute consciousness" (165). Merleau-Ponty rejeçts both the 

ULlSituated objectivist position in *ch aii subjects see as ifwith the same eye, and 

Husserl's immanent transcendental subject in favour of a situated body-subject, both 

immanent and transcendent. He sees the 'subjective' and 'objective', the general categories 

by which modem philosophy understands the relation of humans and mind to nature, "as 

two orders hartily constructed within a total experience, whose context mut be restored in 

al1 clarity" (VI 17). To confine the world to these lirnited categories is to reduce the nch 

depth of the world. These bifbrcations, he argues, arise only in reflective thought, for in 

lived perception we inhabit the world through out body. Merleau-Ponty blurs the opposition 

of subject and objecâ, mind and nature, in what he calls "an ontological rehabilitation of the 

sensible'' (TS l67), for these dichotomies have invariably privileged the 'invisible' over the 

'visible'. This 'rehabilitation' does not reverse the pnvilege, nor is it "a concession of mind 

to matter": "This renewal of the world is also rnind's renewal, a rediscovery of that brute 

mind which, untamed by m y  culture, is asked to create culture anew" (PS 18 1). 

As body-subject, the subject is no longer seen as pure consciousness, nor the body 

as pure object Subject and body, sentient and sensible, are intertwined and blumd together 



such that we do not see h m  above, detached h m  our body, but h m  o u .  body's position 

in the world-our body bonds us to the world and gives us a place in it. For Merleau-Ponty, 

a pensée de survol, an unsituated view of the world as if h m  on high [objectivist], is not an 

experience open to a subject with a body. Thus, not only will an ontology fail to fully reveal 

the world, but it must also be an 'ontology h m  witbin', written h m  the position of a 

situated body-subject In such an ontology, the formulation of 'subject with a body' is d l  

not radical enough, for this would still be to see it fiom the positio~ of the reflective gaze. 

Our immediate experience of ourselves is not that of two things side by side, one in the 

other, or glued together mysteriously like the Cartesian cogito and body. The body, for M- 

P, as experienced in the prereflective 'natural attitude', is two dimensional, at once sentient 

and sensible. It has a belongingness": as sensible mass it belongs to the order of the 

'object', and as a seer open to the mas  of the sensible, to the order of the 'subject' ..." (VI 

137). 

Merleau-Ponty nnds in the body, rather than in reflective consciousness, the bais  

on which our reflection upon the realm of perceptual faith can proceed. The body is able to 

'"accomplish~ 'a sort of reflection"' in which it is ambiguously both the subject and object 

of its own perception (PS 166). 

Merleau-Ponty explains it thus: 

There is a relation of my body to itself which makes it the v i n d m  of the self and 
things. When my nght hand touches my le& 1 am aware of it as a 'physical thing.' 
But at the same moment, if 1 wish, an extraordinary event takes place: here is m y  
left hand as well starting to perceive my nght, es wird Leib. es embfbdet. The 
physicai thhg becomes animate. Or, more precisely, it remains what it was (the 
event does not enrich it), but an exploratory power cornes to rest upon or dweli in it 
1 touch myself touching; my body accomplishes "a sort of reflection." In if through 
it, there is not just the unidirectional relationslip of the one who perceives to what 



he perceives. The relationship is reversed, the touched hand becornes the touching 
hand, and 1 am obliged to say that the sense! of touch here is diffused into the 
body-that the body is a CCperceiving thing," a 
'%ubject-object" (PS 166) 

Strictly speaking? in its reflection upon itseIf, the body neither perceivGbit  is as if 

it were built mund the perception that dawns through it" (VI 9)--nor is it perceivG'this 

reflection of the body upon itself always misumies at the last moment: the moment 1 feel 

my left hand with my right han& 1 conespondingly cease touchùig my right hand with m y  

left hand" (VI 9). In this refiection, we do not coincide with ourselves in the way modem 

subjects are supposed to. Subject and object do not pass into each other, my lefi hand 

cannot have m y  right hand's experiences. 

Just as we do not coincide with ourselves in our body's reflection upon itself, 

neither can we coïncide with others in our perception of them. These 'animalia' are 'absent' 

for us as our body serves to separate us  h m  other bodies. At the same h e ,  Merleau-Ponty 

argues, the experience of an 'other' is only possible because we are embodied; it is available 

to us "beneath the order of thought," it is "offered to a body" (PS 170). As a transcendental 

consciousness, detachable fiom its body? we would either know others as we know our own 

body, or dominate them with a pure vision that '?ra&orms them into puppets which move 

only by springs ...." (VI 77). In both cases, they cease to be other. Merleau-Ponty posits a 

'bodily transcendence' in which the body? immanent in, and intertwined with, the world, 

goes beyond itself through perception. The body opens us to others as other. Through the 

body, we experience others as both "absent" and ''absolutely present" (PS 172). 

Just as the reflection of the body upon itseIf is not that of modemity, in which an 

active subject perceives a passive object, but the reversibility of an intertwined body- 
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subject, so too is our perception of other bodies reversible such that we are intertwined with 

other body-subjects in an intemorporeality-what appeared as 'puppets' in modern vision, 

as physical things, are re-animated-their ek-stasis, their bodily transcendeme, is 

cornpossible with our own (PS 170). 

Where the gaze of modemity sees a flat world h m  on hi& bodily perception sees 

fiom within the world, up close, and here the world is a world in depth, Rather than f&g 

upon other human and animal bodies and objec-g them, we are able to distinguish 

between 'man' and 'mannequin'. We come across a form that resembles us, but which is in 

depth, which presents itself as "a certain absence that is hollowed out and tactfiilly dealt 

with behïnd that body by its behavioi' (PS 172). Though we do not have access to another's 

thoughts, we yet perceive a gesturing and behaving body that "arows and convokes the 

possibiiities of my own body ..." (OPL 94). 

Here too, Merleau-Ponty h d s  an extension of the mirror mode1 of two han& 

touching. Just as when my right hand touches my Ieft han& my left hand 'springs to life' 

and touches my right, so too '%he other's body becomes animate before me when I shake 

another man's hand or just look at him" (PS 168). In the handshake we touch the other's 

hand, which we experience as also touching us, our gesture is mirrored, asymmetrically, by 

the other. The other's hand is substituted for our left hand and we suddeniy find ourselves 

an object for another's perception. We come up against a visible that gestures, speaks, and 

has a style suggesting a latent, 'invisible' depth. 

As embodied by the 'visible', these 'invisibles' are intertwined with it in such a way 

that, for example, the clenching fist, red face, raised blood pressure me anger. We can lmow 
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that we see not the movements of a marionette, but the expression of an other ourself, for 

bodiy gestures do not require any M e r  interior reflection or translation into language but 

"speako directly to our own body" (Abram 74). As Merleau-Ponty writes: "Anger, shame, 

hate, and love are not psychic $cts hidden at the bottom of anotheis consciousness: they 

are types of behavior or styles of conduct which are visible h m  the outside. They exist on 

this face or in these gestures, not hidden behind them" ("The Film and The New 

Psychology" 52). Our body bas the capacity to resonate with other bodies. Even speech, 

Merleau-Ponty argws, is only one way of ges tur inv  c d ,  it is a 'vocal gestrne' in 

which meaniog and sound, rhythm, timing, intonation, etc. are inseparable. Though speech 

is a paradigm case, there is a continuum with other bodily gesnires: the gestures of another 

reverse our relation to 'abjects', they serve as a kind of "magie machine for transporthg the 

'1' into the other person's perspective" (PW 19). But while "1 can construct, behind this 

mannequin, a presence to self modeiied on my own," 1 can know that he thinks and sees, 

that we perceive the same world despite out different perspectives on if "it is still my self 

that 1 put in it ..." (PS 169). 1 cannot h o w  exactly whol he thinks and sees this 

intercorporeity of body-abjects that opens us to "other Narcissus," is never an identity. The 

other's life is always king lived elsewhere. 

We cannot think others' thoughts or see with their eyes, but we are not isolated, 

each living in our own solipsist world. When 1 know that the things my body perceives are 

also visible to and seen by others, they are no longer 'bsolipsist" and becorne king itseE 

The 'synergy' between the senses within an organisrn through which our han& touch the 

sarne world that out eyes see, dso exists between org& (VI 142)- as in a handshake or 



when our eyes fi upon the same object as another's. When the glance of anothei cornes to 

meet the very things that we see, when another's gaze takes over our thlligs, we are forced 

to "bring a vision that is not our own into account" (VI 143). 

Wlthout a coincidence of nibjects, th= cannot be one, true perspective. As 

Merleau-Ponty writa, "each of us have a private world: these private worlds are 'worlds' 

ody for their titulars; they are not the world The sole world, that k, the unique world, 

would be a KOrVOS KOSMOS, and our perceptions do not open upon it" (VI 10). But our 

many perspectives are not isolated and unrelated, our 'pnvate worlds' 'ccornmunicate ... 

each of them is given to its incurnbent as a variant of one common world" (VI 1 1). While 

we do not open to this cornmon world through a single eye, our separate eyes all see the 

same world fiom dinerent points, out divergent perspectives ofien 'blending," 

''confimiing," and "resonating" with each other. This, Merleau-Ponty writes, is the kind of 

rationality that we can have. Being is not 'pure king', but a system of perspectives. Reality 

is an 'inter-corpo-reality', m g  "at the intersection of my view with those of the others, at 

the intersection of my acts with those of the others" (VI 84). Both the sensible world and 

the historical world, then, are 6'intermundane spacesy' (VI 84). Because thought caanot soar 

over the body and its horizon to the clarity of pure being, but must 'use' the body as its 

interrnediary through which it can see and feel, 

ou. life has, in the astronomicai sense of the word, an atmosphere: it is constantly 
enshrouded in those mists we cal1 the sensible world or history, the one of the 
corporeal Me and the one of the human Mie, the present and the past, as  a peu-mell 
ensemble of bodies and min& promiscuity of visages, words, actions, with, 
between them all, that adhesion which caanot be denied them since they are all 
differences, extreme divergencies of one same something. (VI 85) 

It is the same world that sustains our divergent worldviews. 



Since our experience of the 'Me worlà' is relative to out situation within it, 

philosophy and ontology mut remain indeterminate and ambiguous. Nevertheless, we wed 

not surrender to irrationalism. Meaning emerges, Merleau-Ponty writes, where "'the paths of 

my various experiences intersect, and also where m y  own and other people's intemect and 

engage each other like gearsY' (PhP xix-XX, qtd. in Lefort, Pref. PW XX;Viii-ix). As the 

relation of individual words mates a 'halo' of significance, so our individual perspectives 

combine to fom a 'halo' that is 'our surroundings'. 

The World as Animate and Expressive 

As we saw in Section One, moral consideration is given to a group of privileged 

speakers in conversation with each other. In Western philosophy, language is conceded to 

'Man' aione, thus cutting off our access to the voices of 'wiià' othemess and 

"compress[ùig] the entire b-g, howling, gurgling biosphere into the narrow vocabulary 

of ontology" (Manes 43). As silent, nature has no moral standing and is exploitable. 

Merleau-Ponty's work, on the other han& while not claiming a direct access to the voice of 

nature or the mute language of being, nonetheles breaks the closed circle of priviieged 

speakers and expands it. 

In his progressive anaiysis of the body's relation to itseIf, to other beings, and to 

things, Merleau-Ponty leads us h m  a circle of humans as sole proprietors of language, 

speaking only about the world, to humaas in conversation with a world that they b o t .  speak 
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to and which speaks to them through the body. In the sensible/ sentient 'flesh' there is a 

reciprocity of perception that h d s  us already in dialogue with nature, faught up in a mute 

conversation h m  which we cannot excuse ourselves, which constantly serve to remind us 

of our embodiment. 

Merleau-Ponty's "animationy' of what in modemity are held to be inert objects does 

not stop with the human body. The "rnirror phenornenon'' of reversibility, in which the 

distinction between subject and object is blurred in the body and in o u  relation to other 

bodies, is extended to ou- relation with the 'flesh', the sensible/sensing world which is the 

pole of our bodies' exploration (VI 253). Where we can, through the reversibility of 

perception, encounter other humans as alter egos, reversibility gives to things a certain 

degree of animateness, changing them h m  passive objects to active players in the 

unfolding of our perception. In perception, perceiver and perceived reflect each other, 

creating an indefinite senes of images more real than any one image alone. In this 

'coupling', we can w longer say which is active and which passive, which subject and 

which object, which seeing and which seen Here, 'uiner' and 'outer' are linked such that, as  

David Abram characterises, ' k e  begin to tum inside-out," leaking subjectivity back into the 

non-human world (262). But Merleau-Ponty does not return us to an animism that fin& 

spirits in the rivers, rocks and ûees, but neither are these 'thiags' inanimate. In perception 

we are 'coupled' with these 'dynarnic presences' in a process greater than body-subject or 

rock or tree alone, and the once rigid bomdary between us  loses its clarity. Rock, river, tree; 

al1 become 'animated'. David Abram argues that "[tlo describe the animate Me of particular 

things is simply the most precise and parsimonious way to articulate the things as we 



spontmeously experience them, pnor to all our conceptualizations and definitions" (56). In 

fact, aU things that we perceive, including the paper before us that we place at a certain 

distance due to the size and darkness of the print on it and the strenghth of our vision, the 

writing upon it that 'speaks' to us, the pen we mach for to madc the text in response to its 

questionhg without having to tell our body how to do so-ali these 'things' involve us in 

relationships larger than ourselves. 

As with the perception of other humans, there is no coincidence of selfwith thing 

such that we can see ourseIves fiam the outside, but our visibility, our embodiment and 

place in the world, is refiected back to us. The visible places us within the landscape we see, 

and forces us, every time we see or touch, to recognise that we are visible and touchable. As 

Merleau-Ponty writes, 

the vision [the seer] exercises, he also undergoes h m  the thhgs, such that, as many 
painters have said, I feel myself looked at by the things, my activity is equally 
passivity ... [I am] seen by the outside ... exist within it ... emigrate into it, 1 am 
seduced, captivated, alienated by the phantom, so that seer and the visible 
reciprocate one another and we no longer know which sees and which is seen (VI 
139). 

As we saw earlier, language is no longer the fiawed translation of a constituting 

consciousness' ideal thought Merleau-Ponty decentres language fiom the human intellect 

to the materiai realm of historical and temporal sign structures, and to the bodily realm of 

vocal cords, thmat, tongue, lips, intonation and timing, hand and ami. But is not only in the 

body that language is grounded, for Merleau-Ponty M e r  decentres laaguage to the silent, 

prereflective world of immediate experience. Language is not founded in us, but out injkont 

of us. Merleau-Ponty dissolves the dichotomy between language and earth, creating a 

philosophical basis for dialogue with a "speaking landscape." 



Merleau-Ponty blurs Aristotie's categories by fïnding the basis of thoughtflanguage 

not in the ''rational soul" of intellect and reason, but in the C'anirnal soul" of perception and 

movement The world we perceive, observes Abram, is "relationai and weblikey', it 

"ramifies and elaborates" itself and its 'Wd, participatory logic" in language (84). 

Language owes its "organic, interconnected structure'" to "the deeply interconnected matrix 

of sensorid reality itseif' (Abram 84). 

Rather than immaterial min& speaking an ideal language, we are each embedded in 

a landscape which is our 'field of perception' and thus of discourse. The mind is "instilled 

and provoked by the sensonal field itself, induced by the tensions and participations 

between the human body and the animate earth" (Abram 262). Language developed, 

Merleau-Ponty argues, h m  bodies who perceived a sensible world that they shared and 

who were already in communication with one another through cornmon f o m  of behaviour 

(OPL 125). 

in lived perception, we experience a reciprocal and animate world with whkh our 

body has an ongoing exchange. It is here that Merleau-Ponty fin& the root of our ability to 

speak to nature. Rather than the perception of a passive, dent world, he fin& in perception 

"a 'mute' operational language" (PW 124), a preverbal communication, a silent 

conversation of mute solicitations between body and world. For Merleau-Ponty, perception 

is 'interrogative', a "question and resp~nse'~ between perceiver and perceived (VI 13 1). As 

Abram writes, 

b]erception, in Merleau-Ponty's work, is precisely this reciprocity, the ongoing 
interchange between my body and the entities that surround it. It is a sort of silent 
conversation that 1 carry on with things, a continuous dialogue that d o l d s  far 
below my verbal awareness-and oRen, even, independent of my verbal awareness, 



as when my hand d y  navigates the space between these scribed pages and the 
coffee cup across the table without my having to think about it .... (50) 

In its grasping of the world no point of view, but h m  everywhere at once, 

Merleau-Ponty shows that mdernity has k n  conceiving the world, but not perceiving it 

He c d s  us, then, to 'kcommence description h m  closer up" (VI 87). In lived experience, 

he observes, peireived things coexist as rivais in our field of vision, each disputing for 

monopoly of our glance. "[AJnchored in one of them, 1 felt in it the solicitation of the others 

which made it coexist with the --the demands of a horizon and its claim to exist" 

(ILVS 49-50). Each thing, "seeking individually to monopolize [our glance]" (EVS 50), to 

" c d  the whole of vision to itself' (ILVS 49), calis upon us to answer its 'vague beckoning' 

by focusing upon it. 

Our glance oui only fix on one thing at a t h e ,  and thus we experience a tension and 

incornmensurability between an 'inaccessible and vague background' and an 'aggressive 

foreground'. As one object cornes into focus, othm fade and recede. ' It is ''the experience 

of a world of teemhg, exclusive things which could be taken in only by means of a 

temporal cycle in which each gain was at the same time a loss" (ILVS 50). Rather than laid 

out before a 'god's eye view' that dominates all things e q d y  and simultaneously, a world 

given al1 at once in a coincidence of mind and things, here we perceive in time and through 

a moving, material eye. It is the conflict between these things, calling us now here, now 

there, that creates the depth of a horizon. As David Abram &tes, depth "provides the slack 

or play in the imrnediately perceived world, the instabiiity that aiready c d s  upon the 

fÎeedom of the body to engage, to chwse, to focus the world long before any verbal 
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reflection cornes to thematize and appropriate that M o m  as its own" (M-P 59). 

Rather than a gathering up of the world in a single point where it is held still, the 

world exceeds ou.  perceptions, each attempt to focus the world causes other parts to fd 

away fiom us, calling us to gather them up again. From an objectifid and silenced world 

held in place such that each thing can be abstracted h m  the whole and isolated for 

investigation, in which we ask al l  the Questioas, are not amverable to the nonhuman, we 

arrive at an interrogative world and selfquestioning each other through the reciprocity of 

perception. 

The visible world presents us with sensible qualities which "on the point of king 

felt setu a kind of muddled problem for the body to solvey' (PhP 2 14, qtd. in Abram 54). 

Things compte for our attention by o f f e ~ g  up a visible surface, but this surface is lined 

with a latency and depth, and thus things 'invite' the M e r  participation of our senses, 

calling us to engage the world fiom different perspectives, to see what Lies latent behind the 

visible, in the depth of t b g s .  We 'accept' when we focus upon them, and they respond 

again by offerhg up M e r  dimensions, other sides, shades, textures, etc. which then call 

for M e r  exploration. 

Things do not stop perception with a fùllness that confironts head on and plugs up 

gaps, the visible is not offered ail aaked to perception, holding sti i l  to be dominate& 

' W g s  are only W-opened before us, unveiled and hidden" (PS 167). We never overcome 

this distance, for the visible is lined with an "inextiaustible nchness," "the total visible is 

always behind, or after, or between the aspects we see of it" (VI 136). The visible, then, is a 

promise that slips off into the fbture, a promise of "an indefinite series of experiences, 
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which are a concretion of possibles real here and now in the hidden sides of the thing, which 

are a lapse of duration given al l  at once" (PS 167). Thus, as a prrsence that is aiways at a 

distance, the sensible order is a Ralm "of which we are not titulars" (VI 142). Whüe "... o u .  

body co~~lfnands the visible for us . . . it does not explain it, does not cl- if it only 

concentrates the mystery of its scattered visibility" (VI, 136). 

Through perception, the body and the wodd share a revmible passive/active 

relation. In its receptive openness to a questionhg landscape, the body is 'passive' and the 

world 'active', but in its 'response', its creative improvisation in which it adjusts its relation 

to this world, it takes on the 'active' role. We do not simply seme the sensible, for, having 

an active role in perception, the sensible world, in Merleau-Ponty's writing, is "animate"- 

it 'invites', 'beckons', 'responds', 'catches me up' and 'questions'. The sensible world is 

animate in the sense that its things make an "active, dynamic contribution to percephial 

experience" (Abram 56). They appear "as our interlocutor-as a dynamic presence that 

confkonts us and draws us into relation" (Abram, M-P 56). 

When we pay attention to this realm, a r e a h  beneath the culturai explanation of 

things that we are constantly tuming over in our min&, we h d  this 'mute' conversation 

aiready underway. Unüke the world of modemity, which we dominate through perception, 

which we make ours through idealisation, identification and conceptualisation, perception 

catches us up in the flesh, we belong to ir. 

The fact that we are in the world, embodied, and thus that this gap exists between 

the self and things-in-depth is not a problem in Merleau-Ponty's work, but our only access 

to things. Tramandental subjects, high above, see only a flat world, but signitrcance does 
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not iie b l y  on the d a c e  of things, the world is in depth, and thus requins a subject that 

is not foreign to if who c m  respond to the cal1 of perception. The subject, as  Merleau-Ponty 

sees it, is 'two-dimensional', of the order ofsubject and object, and thus "[i]t is b u g h  the 

body that we can speak of the world, because the world in tum speaks to us through the 

body" (Lefort, PW xxxiii). 

Other Species 

Abram directs us to Merleau-Ponty's final working note, in which "Merleau-Ponty 

writes that his discoveries 'must be presented without any compromise with humanism, nor 

with natmahsm, nor with theoIogy" (VI 27 1, qtd. in Abram, M-P 67). '7n the same 

instruction to himseifhe writes: 'Precisely what has to be done is to show that phiiosophy 

can no longer think according to this cleavage: God, man, creatures ..."' (VI 274, qtd. in 

Abram, M-P 67). W e  Merieau-Ponty wrote of the body's self-reflection, of our 

intercorporeity with other humans and ou.  openness to 'animate' things, he passes over any 

mention of an encounter with nonhuman bodies in this movement- As a hurnanist working 

to overcome humanism, as his last notes show, Merleau-Ponty leaves us with ody the 

promise of further reflection on this question. The evidence of Merleau-Ponty's finai notes, 

the unfinished nature of The Visible and the Invisible due to Merleau-Ponty's early death, 

and the fact that "a new recognition of other animals follows directly fiom his thesis" leads 

Abram to argue that it was inevitable that Merleau-Ponty would eventualiy corne to see 

other animals as part of the flesh, having their own senses (M-P 66). "As soon as we pay 

attention to other organisms," he notes, ' k e  are forced to say that the flesh of the world is 



both perceived undperceiving" (Abram, M-P 68). 

In dissolving both the traditional humanhature dichotomies of subject versus object 

and of speaking vernis silent, Merleau-Ponty ensures that nonhuman organisms are no 

longer simply 'silent abjects', but also 'speaking subjects'. "mndeed," Abram argues, "ea& 

species, by virtue of its own carnal structure has its own unique sentience or 'chiasm' with 

the flesh of the wor1d'' @d-P 66). All embodied organisms, h a . g  a perceptual openness to 

the world, hold their own conversation witb the world around hem, creatively adjusting and 

improvising theu relation to the world and other beings. 

Indeed, the immediate percepual world, which we comrnonly forget in favour of 
the human culture it supports, is secretly made up of these others; of the staring eyes 
of cats, or the raucous cries of birds who fly in pattern we have yet to decipher, and 
the constant though secret presence of the insects we bmh h m  the page or who 
buzz around our heads, ull of whom muke it impossible for us to speak of the 
sensible world ar an object-the multitude of these nonhuman and therefore 
background speakings, gestures, glances, and traces which impel us to write of the 
transcendencies and the "invisibility" of the visible world, often without our king 
able to say just why. (Abram, M-P 68) 

Conclusion: Merleau-Pontv in Envimamental Ethics * 

David Abram argues that the ecological crisis may be a redt  of a ... collective 

percephial disorder" (Abram, M-P 57)' a disorder in *ch we suppress our semous 

perception of the world and take the optional interpretation of perception that is classical 

perspective, as the one, tme d i t y .  Classicai perspective, which accompanies modem 

thought, writes Neil Evernden, forces us to domesticate even as we look, and in so doing to 

deny the possibility of encounter with the other. Every question we a&, every solution we 

devise, bespeaks mastery, never mystery: they are incompatible" (Soc.Ct 123). The 'world 
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itself , modemity believes, is made present to thought, and therefore the 'optional' 

intqretation that modemity offers is taken as the 'tnrth' about the world. 

Classical perspective holds stül and dominates through objectification. The nonhuman no 

longer 'beckons' to us, no longer questions us-we are in command. It no longer reflects 

our embodiment, dowing us to ignore ou.  situatedness and rootedness in the world. In 

order to correct our "myopia," says Abram, we need "a phenomenology that takes seriously 

the primacy of perception" (Abram, M-P 57). It is this kind of 'corrective' perspective that 

Merleau-Ponty's philosophy offers-a perspective that does not offer us the one, true way 

of seeing, but reawakens us to a larger capacity for seeing that accolmts for, includes, and 

goes beyond modem seeing. 

The 'object' of environmental ethics followîng Merleau-Ponty's analysis, is a world 

before the clarity of knowledge, a prereflctive world upon which our body opens through 

perception but which our thoughülanguage cannot capture in the iogic of identiîy. Thus, 

environmental ethics can neither presuppose what our 'enWonment9 is, nor what 'ethics' is, 

for the understanding of language as 'indirect', as incapable of capturing the world, and of 

perception caught up in culture and resisted by the w o r l h f  thought and perception as 

both revealing and conceaiing-reates a space for the contestation of these ternis. This 

contest need not be adversarial, for we are no longer dealing with an eithedor dichotomy; 

rather, many perspectives provide a ncher sense of the world's depth. Prior to ali our 

cultural explanations of 'nature', 'the environment' is 'otherness', 'wildness', 'wild Being'. 

It is 'wildness', then, that is at issue in environmental discourse, not 'wildemess', 

'environment' or 'nahire'4ese terms by which we clarify ambiguity and dominate 



othemess. In Merleau-Ponty's tenns, concepts such as these are idealisations of a 

prereflective world that, tbugh misplaced concreteness, come to be seen as 'objective 

reality'. We mistake nature for our cornplex social creation of if thus making 'wildness', 

the irreducible otherness of nature, 'Natural', domesticating it within our constmct. As 

Evemden writes, "we are not in an environmental crisis, but me the environmental crisis" 

(Nat..Aiien 134). The environmentai crisis "amse as a co~l~e~uence of conceptual 

imprisonment" (SocCr. 130). "Once d e k d ,  the nonhuman other disappears into its new 

description: it is drawn into a symbolic system which orders and explains, interprets and 

assigns value. In short, the creature becornes ours as it is made 'real' by this assimilation" 

(Soc. Cr. 13 1). 

In the modern West, as we have seen, the explanation of othemess is of an 

adversary and 'nature' is seen as an extenial object to be controlled and manipulated for 

solely human ends. In the prereflective realrn of bodily perception, on the other hand, we 

encounter nature as 'otherness' . "An other," Birch argues, "cannot essentiaIiy be what it is 

objectifïed, defined, analyzed, legislated, or understood to be if it is to be and rernain an 

othei' (143). "Wilduess is logically intractable to systematbtio~~. There can be no natural 

Iaws of wildness" nor any final definitions or identity (Birch 154). The maintenance of 

otherness requires the maintenance of a radical opemess and a sort of unconditioned 

fkeedom that pennits sheer spontaneity and continuou participation in the emergence of 

noveIty (Birch I43).The perceiveci world is a world of radid heterogeneity that our 

systematisation idealises into a homogeneous order. We must recall that "net everything 

can be reduced to the status of a human product, project, or constnict" (Zimm. Oel, 247). 
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Our concepts and practices are always partiai and contingent, unable to do justice to the 

world's heterogeneity, and thus monologid discourses of mastery must give way to 

dialogues that ailow for mystery. 

Rather than corning ta the world each time with a preformed idea that we project 

before us, we must remain open to the worfd such that we continuously form and reform 

our thoughts, ideais and practices b u g h  tk m5procd &dogue o f h e û  perception. By 

paying attention to the 'silent conversation' we hoid with the world rather than taking for 

granted the 'givenness' of things, we Ieave open the possibility that something new might 

break through; not the t b g  itself, but perhaps another aspect of the world which we may 

not have ken aware of. 

"If we would save the world, we must set it k," writes Evernden (SocCr- 130). 

We must respeak the world in a way that releases wild beings reduced or forgotten by 

domesticating speech. With Merleau-Ponty, Evernden argues that it is the task of the artist 

and writer to unsettle the carnouflaging process of sedimented language. Our 'cnsis' calls 

for %e re-creation of the things themseIves" (Soc. Cr. 123). 'The things themselves', in 

Merleau-Ponty's thought, are not objective reality, but 'our sumundings ', the sensuous 

world to which we are open thugh our body before reflection, and which we can articulate 

oniy indireçtly and metaphorically. The cal1 of Merleau-Ponty's phiiosophy, then, is to 

change our metaphors. As Coles and Evemden argue, while some metaphors devour the 

world, others tread less heavily. 

Aithough including nature in our circle of priviieged speakers may give it moral 

standing, the 'hamiony' between humaas and nature so often held up as the goal of 
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environmentalists, is not possible. While nature is w t  'wholly other' but speaks to us 

through our bodies, it is, at the same t h e ,  at-a-distance, its purposes, desires and intentions 

never fiilly revealed to us such that we could amuie ourselves to them. Since we are 

embodied and situateci in the midst of things rather than above, the world always exceeds 

our perspectives, is a horizon. As Merleau-Ponty says in The Visible and the Invisible, it 

seems as though between us  and the visiile th- is "an intimacy as close as  ktween the sea 

and the strand" (VI 130), but this intimacy is always one of distance, for despite their 

closeness their relation is always a conversation of tension and ambiguity, never a passing 

of one into the other. 

Even ifwe can become more sensitive to, and skilled at 'letting nature bey, we 

cannot 'let nature be' in any simple way; in order to live, we cannot but encroach upon the 

world. There is no pre-established harmony to which we c m  conform, for perception never 

achieves 'reality-in-itself , nor can our spontaueous respomiveness to the worid create such 

harmony through the give and take of our perceptuai 'conversation' with tbïngs. Harmony 

is not possible because perception is a vioient act that conceals the world with every attempt 

to reveal it. As we focus our perception, some things corne fonnnud, tom out fiom the 

whole, while others recede into the background, eclipsed. And as there is violence in our 

perceptud dialogue with the world, so too is there violence in the thought/language in 

which we grasp and articulate the world. Quoting Adorno, Coles writes: "'the appearance of 

identity is inherent in thought itself, in its pure form. To think is to identiIj.," (Coles 233). 

Echoing the movement in which the body 'focuses' the world around if thought takes hold 

of the world by i d e n m g ,  by te-g pieces out h m  the background h u g h  
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conceptualisation. We are constantly attempting to 'make sense' of the sensuous, local 

world surmunding us by c1-g our ambiguous relation to it through an identification 

that does violence to the bot-said', the 'un-known', that attempts to go beyond our body's 

ability to focus local aspects of the worid's mystey, believing that it can focus the entire 

world at once. 

As we saw in Medeau-Ponty's theory of language, mUrned significations are like a 

'vague fever', arousing us to express them and know our own thoughts. So too, the world 

amuses us through its mute presence. For Merleau-Ponty, there is a longing of the flesh for 

vision and comprehension. Desire is ontologicai. "The desire or conatus of the Flesh is the 

demand for expression, the demaud thai the world be brought forth over and over again into 

visibility" (Johnson 51). Since we cannot intuit the 'language' of the mountains, of 

waterf's, of crickets, %e earth and its beings only 'speak' ... to us through out efforts to 

articulate themy' (Coles 238), and our expression is always incomplete. While king caiis for 

comprehension and expression, our ability to 'think' the world cornes in the form of 

identification, conceptualisation and the creation of order. But, as Evemden notes, ''[tlhe 

ordering that makes the worid comprehensible also makes most of it inaccessible" (Soc. Cr. 

1 19). Rather than the teeming conflict of an excessive world, we make the world 'ours' "by 

declaring what its fomi shall be and by asseaing a system of necessity which henceforth 

shall be kuown as 'Nature"' (Soc. Cr.120). As a dt, we corne to encounter only our 

cultural explanation of nature. Whiie we cannot escape 'iden-g thought', we can keep 

in muid the concem that our answer to the world is to identify, to attempt to solve once and 

for al1 a mystery that never ends. We must refine not only our sense of technologicai 
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limitation on a finite planet, but aIso the sense of our intellectual limitations. 

Even were hamiony with nature possible, it would require more than a 'letting bey 

on our part, for nature too enmaches upon us. As Coles writes, "human existence 

has always required a .  element of resistance ... an ability to question, avoid, and alter 

both social and natural conditions that are unconducive to our flourishiag, an ability to 

pry open tbat which lies beyond the immediaîeiy given in the present" (235). 

As Kate Soper and Michael Zirnrnerman argued earlier, we need to accept both our 

yearning forkiependence upon nature, and rejection oVoidependence h m  i t  As Phelan 

caiied for, we need a respect and care for nature that is not a piety; a concem for nature that 

yet allows for our rejection of it and its resistance to us. Er;tPm Kohak c a s  for "not a 

retum to innocence, but a step forward to the responsibility for our freedom" (9). Any 

"sustainable mode of cohabitation" with nature WU not corne h m  a r e m  to precntical 

innocence, but through conscious effort. '"ïhere can be new beginnings," Kohak argues, 

"but no retums . . .. The cognitive distance that distinguishes humans nom the rest of nature 

is not an accidental temporary deviation, but the inmost way of king human'' (1 1). W e  are, 

as Evemden writes, 'the natural alien'. But while reflection is not our dienation h m  the 

depth of our beiog, "in claimiog our M o m ,  we have rejected naturai restraints without 

accepting the responsibility for self-neStraint" (Kohak 6). We m o t  hand over the reigns to 

a nature that 'ho& best', as deep ecologists might wish-nature does not dictate, as Soper 

argued, leaving us to decide how we are to live. "We are not doomed by historical 

necessity. We are challengeci to accept the repsonsibility of ou.  freedom" (10). Our 

cognitive distance, our ability to reason, to reflect, is both "[o]ur separation fiom the whole, 
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the individuation we experience as dienation," and the 'calling forth' of humam "out of the 

continuum of nature into freed0m7' (Koh& 13). As Kohak continues, "it does not make us a 

'higher' species, oniy one that bears a greater rrspoasibility. The moment of the fd cornes 

later, when we accept the &dom and fail to accept the responsibïiity . . . . Thaf is the 

original sin. The ecological crisis is an accumulation of such responsibilities deferred" (13). 

in modemity* our tesistance to nature has becorne an end in itseifto the point that 

we remain antagonistic toward nature even at the expense of our flourishing. Thus, neither 

able to sustain o u .  antagonism toward nature for much longer, nor able to achieve harmony, 

we remain within the very oppositions that most ecologists attempt to overcome. But rather 

than an interminable eitherlor struggle, the irreducible ambiguity between subject/object, 

self/other, voice/silence, hamony/antagonism creates oppositions-ia-tension. In the tension 

between our intertwining with the world and our separation fiom it, between harmony and 

antagonism, lies the positive potential of what Coles calis an 'agonistic' relation. This 

relation, Coles writes, "consists of intenninglings, conversations, and negotiations that 

continually must be pursued between beings. These beings, in their radical othemess, are 

captured neither by the logic of identity nor that of contradiction, but rather require the 

difficult elaboraiion of overlappings, tensions, and paradoxes-al1 of which are t w  

multiplicitous to be reduced" (228). Coles calls us to recognise 'the ineliminable 

transgressions of life (e-g., we must identw to think, we consume other 1iving things in 

large quantities, and so on)," but encourages us to seek 'Csustainable modes of encroaching 

being" (234). As we have seen, classical perspective and the totalishg reflective thought of 

modernity are unmistaùlable, for they objectw the world, tuniing it into neuîrai matter that 



invites not question and respow, the openness to novelty, but the umstmbed 

manipulation and exploitation of nature. S e e h g  predictability, modernity in fact requires 

that the world be made up of inanimate objects. The harmonious 'at-one-ness' with nature 

of holism, on the other hand, is unattainable. 

The closest we can corne to 'letting be' or 'harmony' with nature, argues Coles, is 

what Adorno dis c~nciiiation,y' 

a nonantagonistic commingling of a 'multiplicity of different 
things.' However, reconciliation is not a completely 
achievable condition, but rather a dialectical process in 
which thought goes about 'dismanthg the coercive l o g i d  
c b c t e r  of its own coinse' by seeking to recognize both 
where it has eclipsed the world and dimensions of that which 
lies beyond the eclipse. (Coles 233) 

We find a comparable movement in Merleau-Ponty's hypexreflection, in which refiection 

attempts to take into account the effect of its own retrospective movernent, which is to 

idealise, clarify and grasp a world that is prereflective, and thus opaque to it. Like Adorno's, 

Merleau-Ponty's dialectic is a 'bdialectic without synthesis" (VI 94). It is a thought that 

takes responsibility for the fact that there is always excess of the signifïed over the signifier, 

a resistance of the world to our concepts of it, by remaining an 'interrogative thinking'-a 

questioning that prevails over any final state or order. As Waldenfels notes, questioning, for 

Merleau-Ponty, is not "only a transitional state" h m  "a state of belief without question" to 

a '%tate of knowledge k ing  again without question" (5). In "On the Phenomenology of 

Language," Merleau-Ponty States: "There is finality only in the seme in which Heidegger 

defmed it when he said approximately that nnality is the trembling of a unity exposed to 

contingency and tirelessly recreathg itseif" (97). 



One of the reasons we do not find an explicit 'ethics' in Merleau-Ponty's writing is 

this recognition that every thesis-every 'solution', 'finaIity', or 'unity7-is an idealisation 

of the inherently ambiguous realrn of 'wild Being', the recognition that this realm is 'hot of 

the order of laws" ([LVS 49). Neither 'physical', nor 'moral', nor 'percephial' laws are 

simply given to us. We are bom into and involved in the creation and maintenance of 

symbolic structures. Thus, as Christopher Maws writes, "enviromental ethics must aspire 

to be more than just an explicit schema of values proclaimed as 'true', for ethics are 

irnplicated in the way we t a k  about the world, the way we perceive it" (24). Just as he 

loosens our grasp by infushg sedimented language with speech, and culture with creation, 

so too Merleau-Ponty loosais our grasp on 'ethics' as a static moral system by ùifiising it 

with a moral 'art'. 'Ethics', as an institutionalised system, inevitably reduces 'otherness' 

and does violence by restricting and wvering over novelty and claiming to take into its 

account the future possibilities of human knowing and action. Based on a 'science' or 

' system' of king  which itself threatens to cover over the unknown, presenting itself as 

adequate to the world, saying the not-said, eliminating the distance between things, 'ethics' 

becomes doubly questionable. 

Coles observes that the ontologies of both management and hoiism, in typically 

modem fashion, "tend toward imperiaiistic orders of things that a priori reduce that which is 

'other' to nothingness and emr-dl to be brought into Being through subjugation or 

conversion" (Coles 228). Where the gaze of management rad idy  objectifles its 

sumoundings, holists intuit a Truth that, believed to be 'outside' language, is 

fkquentiy conceiveci in ternis of a totaliziag system of Being in which ali beiigs 
have a place they must occupy in perfect harmony with dl others. This frequently 



leads to dogrnatic intolerance, an insiasince upon conseasus without regard to what 
this eclipses and, generally, Littie space to appreciate as hdarnentally valuable 
contestations about the order of things. (Coles 227) 

An 'ethics' based on such a system is not ethical, despite its best intentions. Merleau-Ponty, 

while presenting an 'ontology', allows m m  for contestation of the order of things and for 

the challenging of his claims h m  becoming etemized by decenûing his authority as 

'philosopher-author', by not presenting his position as a fiml grasp on the world fiom the 

author's 'true' perspective which we should then centre ourseIves amund, but from the 

perspective of his historid and local situation in the world. 

In "Cézanne's Doubt," Merieau-Ponty notes that ''the rational arrangement of a 

system of mords or politics, or even of art, is vaiueless in the face of the fervor of the 

moment, the explosive brilliance of an individual Iûe, the 'premeditation of the unknown"' 

(3). When we open ourselves to original expenence, to the world and language as 'indirect', 

we toosen our control over what presents kif .  In this space, novelty can arise, a wvelty 

not predicted by the system/tradition. 'Outside' the static system of second hand seeing, the 

other has traditionally seen as emr and converted to sameness; by openhg to lived 

perception, we can creatively and spontaneously adjust to d o w  room for the dynamic 

presence that arises. For Coles, living in this ambiguous tension between ourselves and 

nature, self and otha, is an opportunity for encomtering the depth of the shifting 'othea' 

that we are caught up with rather than objects that we have alrPady explained away. While 

modernity h d s  only opposition in othernes-wastefiess to be rationalized, nonsense to 

be made sense of, a fkightening outside to be brought into the system or elimiuated as 

error-othemess, as Birchand Coles argue, can also &ord us "oppositional opportunities" 



(Birch 140). These oppominities, which Coles finds in even the physical aspects of the 

landscape, wben we encounter the world with the openness of a seK-corrective 

'hyperdialectic', cm open us to dimensions of nchness and depth. 

While there is a dialogue between seifand other, the body and the otherness of the 

world, the two do not coincide, but have an ambiguous relation, a relation of tension. 

In Arctic Dreams, Barry] Lopez Wntes of borders, "ecotones." Ecotones are the 
edges where diffèrent ecosystems meet: where forest meets field, sea meets land, 
sait water meets k h  water. Natural ecologists know that ecotone-with their 
intermingiing borders-are especially fertile, 'speciai meeting grounds' charged 
with evolutionary potentid. When we combine this lcmwledge with the etymology 
of ecotone, oikos (dwelling), and tonus (tension), we evoke an image of the fertility 
and pregnancy of dwelling at the edge of the tension between different people, 
beings, landscapes. (Coles 243) 

Ecotones 

are, like all human knowledge, 'a metaphorical representation 
of the exterior landscape" .... Some metaphors devour the 
earth, others reveal the world less antagonisticaily, even as 
they contain dimensions of encroachment .... Our metaphors 
are tightly entwined with a process that has brought us to the 
brink of global destruction, and it is clearly tirne-ifthere is 
time-to consider a profound change. (Coles 245) 

"In moraiity as in art," Merleau-Ponty writes, %ere is no solution for the man who 

will not make a move without knowing where he is gohg and who wants to be accunite and 

in control at every moment" (CD 4). To remain 'ethical', an ontology must be 'indirect', 

leaving room for otherness, novelty and contestation. As with language, culture and art, 

'ethics' must ever be renewed. 

While calling for a thought that is coastentiy renewing itself, Merleau-Ponty 

cautions against simply overturning reason, universality and law, or the "rational 

arrangement of a system." To reverse the binaries in a "sheer rebeliïon is inshcere" (Sense 
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3). The individual, creative, spontaneous We does not stand alone, a constant creation - 
nihilo, but launches itselffiom the cultural, always fol& back on tradition and the habitua1 

to create itseifanew, its 'creation' always "encumbered with survivais, saddled with a pst-'' 

Rather than p&ileging one over the other, Merleau-Ponty blurs their tenns such that they 

exist together in tension, side by side in a shifüng relation. Rather than a rejection of reason, 

this ambiguity calls for yet another rmewai: ' k e  must fonn a new idea of reason'' (Sense 

3). Not the universal, ahistorical reason of a disembodied consciousness, but of embodied 

subjects situated in the world and open to it h m  different perspectives which, nonetheless, 

can blend and confinn each other. 

Rather than a disembodied, un ived  reason that discovers the principles of 'reality- 

in-itself' in an ideal world, and then seeks a totalking consensus around this Truth, 

Merleau-Ponty posits an "intercorporeality," an "intersubjectivity." Here, as Abram notes, 

the "striving for objectivity is ... a striving to achieve greater consensus, greatter agreement 

or consonance among a pludity of subjects, rather than an attempt to avoid subjectivity 

altogether" (38). 

The Kantian emphasis on reason, universality and law is problematised by a more 

creative and spontaneous moral 'art' in which the binaries of reason and unreason, universal 

and particuiar, exist in tension and ambiguity, leaving context and novelty to play a major 

role, dowing room for different perceptions to CO-exist without a.ii but one being 

'unreasonable'. As Abram argues, it is 'bot a matter of 'going back', but rather of coming 

full circle, uniting our capacity for cool reason with those more sensorial and mimetic ways 

of knowi~g . . . " (Abram, Speii 270). 



Without the authonty of the full claims of rnodernity, and having access only to a 

world that is sirnultaneously "absolute proximity'' and "immediable distance," reveaied and 

concealed, our relation to nature remahs ambiguous. In Merleau-Ponty's thought, rather 

than a "loss," this relationship is a "good arnbiguity" (Watson xxxi). In the Ralm of wild 

Being we h d  a site of positive potential for an environmental ethic. Ethics moves h m  an 

establishing and foiiowing of modeis and foimulae, fkom a solid structure built on a 

permanent foundation, to an ever renewed 'trernbling unity' with an emphasis on 

judgement. As Shaue Phefwi notes, "seeing nature as intimate distance places judgment in 

the foreground. Intimate distance can be explored and evaluated contextuaily, within a 

pdcular tirne and place; it dws not admit of regdations and checklists" (59). This is not 

"a judgment from on high on Me, the world, history, as if the philosopher was not-apart of 

if' (In Praise of Philoso~hy 30, qtd. in Sallis 28). The Cartesian dream of a universal reason, 

a mathematical language, and a ''tête-à-tête of the philosopher with the me" (ibid.) is 

brought down to earth through the misty atmosphere of our divergent biological and 

histoncal horizons. As we see in Abram, there are no global solutions, but local solutions al1 

over the globe: 

at the scale of our senshg bodies the earth is 
astonishingly, ineducibly diverse. It discloses itself to our senses not as a uniform 
planet invithg global principles and generalizations, but as this foresteci realm 
embraced by water, or a windswept prairie, or a desert silence. We can know the 
needs of any particuiar region only by participating in its specificity-by becorning 
familiar with its cycle and styles, awake and attentive to its other inhabitants. (A 
268) 

Where a universal reason tends to a reduction of otherness, and a disedbnchising 

of nature and the material fiom the realm of ethics, this 'new reason' of embodied subjects 



re-incorporates them. Merleau-Ponty argues that "[olur only resort," when it cornes to 

morality, "is the spontaneous movement which binds us to others for good or ill, out of 

seLfïshness or genemsity" (CD 4). This spontaneous movement is that of first band 

experience in which we experience 'others' d o m  we are bound up with in perception. 

While our 'agonistic' relation with each other and the world is not bound by a 

systern of laws or niles, the reversibiliîy of perception both calls for, and aiiows, morality. 

There is yet an ethical obligation to the other based on our reversibility, our howledge of 

'khat it is to be on the other side." 

The flesh of the wortd as present to itseif is not a coincidence, and thus both aiterïty 

and similarity reside in Merleau-Ponty's concept of 'reversibility'. As Davis observes, in 

altedy, the particularity and lack of identity, Lies our need for ethics, and in universality and 

similarity, the possibilty of ethics. In the past, universality and rationality have been 

overemphasised to the detriment of particulhty and corporeality. Rather than reverse the 

privilege, Merleau-Ponty stays in the 'agonistic' tension between these terms. In tactile 

experience, for example, we have both an accessibility to caresses and a vulnerability to 

violation (Davis 37). 

The force of the 'ought', which obtains in any human ethical situation, issues not 
nom our potentiai as rational beings; to confonn with 'the universality of a law as 
such', but h m  our potential to conform with another. The propriety of an act is 
visible in an action that is çpoken of as befitting the situation. And the manner in 
which we 'fit it' with one another is not to be grounded on anything more, nor 
anything less, than the d m  of human existence and praxis. 

The force of the ought obtaias b u s e  1 can both bleed and draw blood; 
because the shedding of b l d  is a suigular event that 1 share with the other; because 
whether 1 hold the blade or the handle of the knife, 1 know what it is to be on the 
"other side". Indeed, 1 am that moment of shared divergence that 1 recognize as me 
only insofat as 1 am also a determination of, and am iikewise detennined by, what it 
is to be on the other side. Our "Iandscapes interweave," our 'Cactions and ...p assions 



fit together exactly." w, 1421. Ethical obligation is no longer merely a rational 
determination wfiich, as Hume wrrectly obser~ed, could never motivate me to 
action. [A Treatise of Human Naturel. Indeed, f'kedorn and responsibiiity are not 
purely rational; nor are they purely universal. Likewise they camot be purely 
irratio~xd, nor cm they be radidy pariicular. As a vestige of the transeeadendence of 
reversible subjectivity, responsibility takes on a camal dimension. (Davis 4 1) 

Being-within the world, we experience ourselves as vulnerable: we have a psychological 

penneability* a kick of conml and a dependency. Because intertwhed with the world, to 

"obliterate the wiId nonidenticai texture of our world" is to "simultaneously reduce the 

potential r i c b s  of our own beings ..." (Coles 23 1). Our M o m  both 6'implies and 

affirms the fkedom and flourishing of other beings" (Coles 232). Thus, embodied in the 

world, intertwined with if not foreign to it, we corne to experience a responsibility toward 

the Earth, for we experience reversibility not only with other human subjects, but with 

nonhuman others and an animate landscape. 

As Evemden argues, "[ilf wild othemess is to be susbine4 those who have 

encountered it mut  not forfeit their right of description to the conventions of domesticating 

speech" (Soc. Cr. 132). But how do we describe without dornesticating? Through Merleau- 

Ponty's 'indirect' language. The kind of 'answers' that a philosophy like Merleau-Ponty's 

seeks are in the region of 'wild Being', answers that do not fill up the gaps of our 

knowledge. With language seen as 'indirect', as capable ody of alluding to, rather than 

caphiring, the world, things are given a M o m  not dowed in modem language and 

philosophy, the W o m  to remain ambiguous-borh what we say they are, mid something 

other. Speech is understood as %e taking of a position," as Ihde writes. "Focusing is taking 

a position withlli the field; it is a selection" (Singing 73). 
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In phiiosophy, the idea is kquently used as a conceptual container-it closes about 

things with a fïrm grip. In Merleau-Ponty's writing, there is "a more slipping grasp. 

argumentation by persuasion, by evocative suggestion ... use of the idea as a cursive, 

heuristic device ... K i  order] to let vision speaKY (Smith 21 1). If we are to succeed in the 

task of 'saving' 'nature', we cannot ignore the strangeness and arnbiguity of the world, and 

therefore environmentai philosophy must learn to spak induectly and in half-silence- 

Merleau-Ponty's writings tell us that philosophy, rather than a reflection of things as 

they are, "is a form of motivated creation, and thai in this it is not unlike other art fonns" 

(Smith 2 1 1). Thus, Merleau-Ponty writes his philosophy in laaguage more closely 

associated with literature than with the clear, concise, almost mathematical language of 

modem philosophy. In 'art' Lies the possibility for ûamcendence, for our expression of the 

world '90 completely awaken and recall our sheer power of expressing beyond things 

already said or seen" (ILVS 52). As Metleau-Ponty says: 'Each act of philosophical or 

literary expression contributes to fulfilliag the vow to retcieve the world taken with the fjrst 

appearance of language, that is, with the fïrst appearance of a finite system of signs which 

claimed to be capable in principle of winning by a sort of ruse any king which might 

present itseiî' (OPL 95). While Merleau-Ponty's emphasis on allusive language, poetry and 

the artist may seem daunting to the average enviromnentally concemed citizen, the renewal 

of the world through language is not only the task of an elite or creative few. Merleau-Ponty 

saw the power for transcendence, for "expressing beyond things already said or seen" 

(ILVS 52) in everyday language as weU. "This transcendence," he argues, "arises the 

moment 1 r e h  to content myseIfwith the d l i s h e d  language, which in effect is a way of 
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silencing me, and as soon as 1 tnily speak to someone" (PW 20). Because, strictiy speaking, 

we do not 'have' or 'use' language, but me languageJ we change each time we speak. By 

not resting satisfied with the relation of the mcanny to something already familiar to us, by 

working with the kind of openness and generosity t o d  othemess that is found in 

Merleau-Ponty's philosophy, we may corne to expience the worid with which we are 

intertwined as a vast depth that enriches us with its beterogeneitys as a textured reaim that 

calls for humility aud curiosity rather than a flat lmdscape over which we increasingly 

tighten our grip. 



Notes 

1. See, for example, the collection of such writers in Bennet and Chaioupka, In ~ h e  Nature 
of ntings, and V. A. Coniey, who sees a strong ccedogical reso~liltlce~~ in poststructurai 
theory's "resistance to unbndled economic globalism" (me Environment in Posfstmctural 
Thoughr 148). 

2. For an examination of the intenninability of debate in contemporary ethics, see ALisdair 
Machîyre, Afier Virîue, 

3. A major bfeakfhfough was made by Rachel Carson's S M  Sprng, a book 
that scientincally documents levels of chernical build-up. 

4. For more on this, see Hans Jonas, The Imperrative of Respomibility, especidy his 
heuristic of fear, in which science serves to imagine the futurP possibilities of our actions. In 
these possibilities, the prophecies of doom, of "weil-grounded possibilities of disaster" are 
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